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Comparative biology posits that by understanding the cognitive abilities and the
psychological mechanisms that underlie the behaviour of living non-human primates one can
reveal the evolutionary origins of our own species’ behaviour. Chimpanzees and bonobos being
our closest living relatives are therefore crucial study species for identifying the differences
between modern humans and other primates. More specifically, chimpanzees stand out for the
extensive use of tools that they employ in the wild and for the variety of contexts in which they
use tools, spanning from feeding to social. Additionally, many of these behaviours proved to be
socially transmitted among members of one population, leading to the first proposal of the
existence of culture in a non-human species. Both the ability to use tools and the occurrence of
culture, defined as a set of behaviours that distinguish one population from another, have long
been regarded as uniquely human traits, but early field studies on chimpanzees and subsequent
research challenged this view. To this day, chimpanzees remain a key species to investigate the
evolution of technological abilities and concurrent cultural transmission in the human lineage.

In such a framework, my work presents field observations of a tool-use technique
performed by wild chimpanzees in Loango National Park, Gabon. Chimpanzees at this field site
use wooden tools to extract honey from the underground nests of stingless bees. Although
chimpanzees are known to raid bee nests across their natural range, employing an array of
extractive techniques, this specific technique is remarkable in a few aspects. First, the targeted
bee nests are well hidden underground, even up to over a meter deep, and thus difficult to access.
Second, preliminary observations pointed out that chimpanzees compete with forest elephants
and honey badgers for this resource. Finally, different subjects seem to have individual-specific
characteristics in how they perform the extractive technique. These circumstances provided a
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unique case for investigating the following topics under natural conditions: first, understanding
the behavioural strategies used by chimpanzees to succeed in a particularly challenging task and
compete with skilled diggers; and, second, determining how immature individuals acquired the
extractive technique.
A first fundamental step consisted in quantifying and testing to what extent the
challenges posed by the extraction of the underground nests affected chimpanzees’ behaviour
and success, which I addressed in my first study. I considered both environmental factors (such
as the structural characteristics of the bee nests and the soil hardness) and competition with other
consumers. I found that, although the structure of the bee nests limited apes’ success,
chimpanzees combined tool-use and other behavioural strategies so that they could attain similar
success frequencies as those of the most skilled digger, the honey badger, despite their lack of
morphological adaptation for digging.
In the second study I analysed the technique performed by adult individuals, specifically
focusing on individual differences. I quantified the degree of complexity and flexibility
encompassed in this technique and demonstrated that the extraction of the underground bee nests
is achieved by using a non-random sequence of actions. Although all adult individuals in this
study did not substantially differ in the types of actions used and in how these were sequenced,
they did show consistent inter-individual differences in the type of grip used for holding the tool
while perforating the ground to reach the nests.
The results from the former study provided the necessary foundation to investigate the
acquisition of this technique in immature individuals, with special emphasis on testing whether
the maternal technique influenced immatures’ preference for the grip type used when
perforating. I showed that immatures acquired the full adult sequence of actions as they aged,
and that they imitated their mother’s specific grip type used for perforating. In addition, I also
proposed that mothers would enhance the acquisition of this technique in their offspring by
spending more time at the underground bee nests sites, thus providing their offspring
opportunities for familiarization with the tools and the bee nests.
Overall, the findings of my thesis contribute new evidence to the debate about the degree
of behavioural complexity and flexibility that chimpanzees can achieve, under natural
conditions, in a tool-aided technique used to carry out a highly difficult task, and about the
mechanisms that allow the transmission of this behaviour.
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Introduction
Tool use and manufacturing has long been regarded as one of the key features
distinguishing humans from other animals. However, since this theory was first proposed, the
occurrence of these traits have been observed in a few but widely taxonomically diverse species
across the animal kingdom (Shumaker et al. 2011), prompting to reject such a view. Researchers
thus focused on determining the extent of behavioural complexity and flexibility involved in
these behaviours in different species, assuming that more complex and flexible behaviours imply
a higher degree of cognition. In fact, tool-use behaviours require a subject to be able to relate one
external object to another in order to attain a goal by integrating actions across space and time
(Matsuzawa 2008). Goal-directed action planning and sequencing have indeed been proposed to
represent key acquisitions in the evolution of modern human cognitive abilities, encompassing
the ability to inhibit actions that would lead to immediate gratification (Coolidge & Wynn 2001,
Ardila 2008). Higher cognition is also supposedly involved when animals are able to flexibly
adjust behavioural sequences to local problems, as well as to apply the same skills across
contexts (Boesch 2013). Of particular interest are the tool-related behaviours of great apes in
general, and chimpanzees in particular, for two reasons: first, chimpanzees are outstanding
among non-human animals for the variety of techniques employed and contexts where tool-use
occurs (McGrew 2013); second, given their phylogenetic closeness to humans they represent a
crucial model to infer the evolution of higher cognitive abilities in our lineage (Haidle 2006,
Wynn et al. 2011). Therefore, assessing to what extent chimpanzees show behavioural
complexity and flexibility to solve problems under natural conditions can elucidate the degree of
their cognitive abilities.
Another proposition for a uniquely human trait is the ability to faithfully copy other
individuals. This ability would be sustained by mechanisms that allow high transmission fidelity
of behavioural traits, such as imitation and teaching (Tennie et al. 2009). While the occurrence of
socially based learning mechanisms is widely accepted in non-human animals (Fragaszy & Perry
2008), the existence of imitation and teaching abilities in great apes is still highly debated among
scholars interested in the evolution of culture.
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Extraction of underground bee nests
Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes troglodytes) in Loango National Park have been reported
to use wooden sticks to extract honey from the underground nests of stingless bees (Boesch et al.
2009). This behaviour represents a particularly interesting and favourable case for investigating
the degree of complexity encompassed in a tool-use technique and the mechanisms that mediate
its transmission across generations, with particular emphasis on imitation and teaching.
The nesting biology of stingless bees imposes specific challenges to the chimpanzees.
First, the presence of these nests is highly inconspicuous, revealed only by a tiny entrance tube
protruding above ground by only a few millimetres. Second, the honey chamber can be deeply
interred with its precise location unknown, suggesting that spotting a nest’s entrance tube does
not necessarily indicate the location of the resource (Roubik 2006). Such circumstances produce
a particularly challenging set of conditions for the chimpanzees to detect the nests and locate the
underground resource; indeed, chimpanzees do visit the same nest multiple times before
successfully extracting it.
On the other hand, each nest can be exploited only once since the bees will abandon their
nest after it has been extracted. Hence, immatures must acquire this extractive technique in a
context where they cannot gain information by simply being exposed to repeated positive
outcomes associated with the activity of a single experienced individual, nor can they learn by
multiple exposures to the technique associated with a specific nest. Moreover, preliminary
opportunistic observations showed that skilled individuals could perform variants of the same
technique. This provides a setting where immatures are potentially exposed to a variety of forms
of how to perform one technique, allowing thus to test whether immatures specifically adopt
their mothers’ technique or not.
Finally, this context seems to be particularly relevant for investigating the evolution of
teaching. Given the difficulty of detecting and accessing this specific resource, coupled with the
high nutritional value of the resource that can potentially be obtained, it would be highly
adaptive for mothers to promote learning in their offspring, as compared to other contexts where
the resource is more directly perceivable and attainable.

Aims of the study
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The aim of my dissertation was to investigate three different aspects of the behavioural
ecology of one community of wild central African chimpanzees linked to the tool-use behaviour
used to extract underground bee nests and consume the bee products there contained. In order to
do so, I used remote sensor camera traps to record the behaviour of chimpanzees at the bee nests.
Such an indirect monitoring method allowed me to observe non-habituated chimpanzees without
altering their natural behaviour. In addition, it also allowed me to collect data on the extractive
activity of other consumers. The footage was then coded and the behavioural data were analysed
by using General and Generalized Linear Mixed Models.
My first study (Chapter 1) focused on characterizing the activity pattern of chimpanzees
around the underground bee nests and determining the ecological factors that affected their
success in extracting them. I also considered the interspecific competition occurring among
consumers of bee nests, namely chimpanzee, forest elephant and honey badger. I investigated, in
particular, the behavioural strategies that allowed chimpanzees to efficiently compete with the
other two species that, given morphological traits and sensory abilities, are more adapted to find
and extract the underground honey.
In the second study (Chapter 2) I investigated the degree of behavioural complexity and
flexibility encompassed in this tool-use technique. In order to assess that, I analysed in detail the
technique performed by adult individuals: I quantified the behavioural repertoire size of this
technique and its, structural organization; moreover, I specifically tested whether individuals
differed in their action repertoire size and in the sequence of actions that they performed, as well
as in their preference for using different behavioural elements (namely, actions, and grip types).
In my third study (Chapter 3) I focused on assessing the relative effect of individual
attributes, namely age and sex, and social factors on the development of this tool-use technique
in immature chimpanzees, particularly looking at the influence of maternal behaviour. I
specifically tested whether immatures copied their mothers’ technique and whether mothers used
behavioural strategies to promote the learning of this technique in their offspring.

Results
The results of my first study showed that chimpanzees visited the nests more often than
the other consumers, and achieved a frequency of extraction success comparable to that of honey
badgers, the most efficient digger. My data on the structural characteristics of the underground
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bee nests showed that they varied greatly in both depth and distance between the underground
chamber and the entrance tube. Indeed, I found that chimpanzees’ success was significantly
limited by the structural characteristics of the bee nests, in particular by the distance between the
entrance tube and the underground nest chamber. My analysis also highlighted the occurrence of
a seasonal effect in the number of extractive attempts, with both chimpanzees and honey badgers
increasing their activity around the bee nests during the dry season, whereas elephants did not.
Chimpanzees showed a tendency toward digging at nests found in relatively softer soil, possibly
as a behavioural strategy to maximize their digging efficacy when the soil was harder, that is
during the dry season as compared to the wet season. The extractive activity of chimpanzees also
seemed to be inhibited by indirect cues left by honey badgers, possibly as a risk-avoidance
strategy. Overall, this study demonstrated that the extraction of the underground bee nests is
indeed a difficult task for the chimpanzees to achieve. Nonetheless, the use of tools and other
behavioural strategies, such as digging at softer sites, allowed chimpanzees to overcome the
limitations that may constrain their exploitation of this resource.
With regard to the technique employed by adult chimpanzees to access these nests, I
found that subjects used non-randomly organized sequences of actions. Subjects did not differ in
their repertoire sizes, and all used extractive actions involving tools more often than manual
digging. The grip type involving the coordinated use of hands and feet together was the most
frequently used by all subjects when perforating, but I also detected significant individual
preferences in this aspect. Thus, this technique demonstrated to be at once highly complex and
flexible, and individuals showed consistent preferences in how they performed a single action.
The results from the two previous studies provided the necessary framework for the last
study of my thesis which analysed the acquisition of the extractive technique in immature
chimpanzees. In fact, the results summarized above demonstrated that the extraction of the
underground bee nests was a difficult task, even for adult chimpanzees, and that adult individuals
(adult females, in particular) had consistent differences in at least one aspect of their extractive
technique. With regard to the acquisition of this technique, my analysis showed that as they aged,
immatures of both sexes progressively matched adults’ behaviour in how they sequenced their
actions, and they gradually spent more time continuously observing their adult model, which was
mostly their own mother. Therefore, the technique, as defined by the sequence of actions, was
most likely acquired by a combination of physical maturation and observational learning. On the
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other hand, in the domain of grip types used for perforation, immatures specifically imitated their
mothers’ preference as early as they could perforate. I also present quantitative data supporting
the hypothesis that mothers could support the acquisition of this task in their offspring by
providing them with learning opportunities, as indicated by the amount of inactive time they
spent at bee nests, which also changed depending on the age and sex of their offspring.

Relevance of this study and outlook
Overall, the results of my three studies contributed to the understanding of behavioural
strategies that wild chimpanzees can use to solve a highly difficult task and the mechanisms
involved in the transmission of such strategies across generations. My work shows that
chimpanzees are able to perform a complex tool-use technique encompassing a non-random
sequence of actions in order to infer the location of a hidden, highly valuable resource.
Furthermore, I added evidence to earlier propositions that chimpanzees can acquire specific
behaviours through a range of mechanisms including imitation. Finally, I showed that mothers
could promote the learning of this task in their offspring via a form of teaching by stimulation.
Taken together these results reveal that the technique for underground honey extraction
encompassed high level of complexity and flexibility among the tool-use techniques studied so
far in wild chimpanzees; its acquisition is mediated by a variety of learning mechanisms and
potentially stimulated by their mothers.
Future research should focus on investigating the tool manufacturing process and its
acquisition during ontogeny, as this aspect could further elucidate the chimpanzee’s abilities in
the domain of technical intelligence and behavioural flexibility, and provide an ideal comparison
with simple tool making abilities in humans.
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Einleitung
Das Gebrauchen von Werkzeug und deren Herstellung galt für lange Zeit als ein
wesentliches Unterscheidungsmerkmal zwischen Mensch und Tier. Jedoch wurde deren
Vorkommen in einigen taxonomisch diversen Arten beobachtet (Shumaker et al. 2011), was
diese Ansicht in Frage stellte. Daraufhin konzentrierten sich Forscher darauf, das Level an
Verhaltenskomplexität und –Flexibilität, die ein solches Verhalten erfordert, in den
verschiedenen Arten zu erforschen. Dabei wurde angenommen, dass komplexe und flexible
Verhaltensweisen ein hohes Maß an Kognition implizieren. Der Werkzeuggebrauch erfordert,
dass ein Subjekt in der Lage ist, ein externes Objekt mit einem anderen in Beziehung zu setzen,
um ein bestimmtes Ziel zu erreichen und zwar, indem verschiedene Handlungen über Zeit und
Raum miteinander verknüpft werden (Matsuzawa 2008). Zielgerichtetes Planen von Handlungen
und deren Ablaufplanung werden als eine der größten Errungenschaften in der Evolution der
kognitiven Fähigkeiten des modernen Menschen angesehen. Dazu gehört auch die Fähigkeit,
Handlungen zu unterdrücken, die zu einer sofortigen Belohnung führen (Coolidge & Wynn
2001, Ardila 2008). Von höherer Kognition spricht man auch, wenn Tiere Verhaltenssequenzen
zur Problemlösung flexibel anwenden können und wenn dieselben Fähigkeiten in
unterschiedlichen Kontexten angewendet werden können (Boesch 2013). Von besonderem
Interesse hinsichtlich des Werkzeuggebrauchs sind Menschenaffen und insbesondere
Schimpansen. Zum einen sind Schimpansen einzigartig bezüglich der Vielzahl an Techniken, die
sie anwenden, und der Mannigfaltigkeit an Kontexten, in denen sie Werkzeuge gebrauchen. Des
Weiteren stellen sie aufgrund ihrer nahen phylogenetischen Verwandtschaft zum Menschen ein
wichtiges Model dar, um Rückschlüsse auf die Evolution der kognitiven Fähigkeiten des
Menschen zu ziehen (Haidle 2006, Wynn et al. 2011). Deshalb kann die Untersuchung, zu
welchem Grad Schimpansen Komplexität und Flexibilität im Verhalten aufzeigen, um Probleme
unter natürlichen Bedingungen zu lösen, zu einem besseren Verständnis ihrer kognitiven
Fähigkeiten führen.
Als weiteres einzigartiges menschliches Merkmal gilt die Fähigkeit, andere Individuen
detailgetreu nachzuahmen. Diese Fähigkeit kann nur durch Mechanismen aufrechterhalten
werden, die eine hohe Präzision in der Weitergabe dieser Verhaltensweisen ermöglichen, wie
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Imitation und das aktive Lehren (Tennie et al. 2009). Wohingegen das Auftreten von sozialbasierten Lernmechanismen in Tieren weitgehend akzeptiert ist (Fragaszy & Perry 2008), ist die
Existenz von Imitation und Lehrfähigkeit bei Menschenaffen sehr umstritten.

Extraktion von unterirdischen Bienennestern
Schimpansen (Pan troglodytes troglodytes) im Loango-Nationalpark benutzen
Holzstöcke, um Honig aus unterirdischen Nestern stachelloser Bienen zu extrahieren (Boesch et
al. 2009). Dieses Verhalten stellt einen sehr interessanten und günstigen Fall dar, um sowohl das
Level an Komplexität im Werkzeuggebrauch als auch die Mechanismen, die die Weitergabe
dieses Verhaltens zwischen den Generationen vermitteln, mit besonderer Berücksichtigung von
aktivem Lehren und Imitation, zu untersuchen.
Die Stockbiologie der stachellosen Bienen stellt für die Schimpansen eine spezielle
Herausforderung dar. Zum einen ist das Vorhandensein der Nester sehr unauffällig und ist nur
durch einen kleinen Röhreneingang, der nur wenige Millimeter aus der Erde herausragt,
gekennzeichnet. Des Weiteren kann sich die Honigkammer mehrere Meter tief im Boden
befinden und die genaue Lage der Kammer in der Erde ist unsicher, da der Röhreneingang nicht
unbedingt die Lage der Kammer anzeigt (Roubik 2006). Zusammen erzeugt dies eine
herausfordernde Situation für die Schimpansen, da sie zuerst das Nest lokalisieren und dann die
Honigkammer finden müssen. Dies mag auch der Grund dafür sein, dass Schimpansen dasselbe
Nest mehrere Male bearbeiten bis sie den Honig erfolgreich extrahieren.
Ein Bienennest kann allerdings nur einmal extrahiert werden, da die Bienen das Nest
nach einer Extraktion verlassen. Dies bedeutet auch, dass sich Jungtiere eine Extraktionstechnik
in einem Kontext aneignen müssen, in dem sie keine Informationen durch wiederholte Erfolge
bekommen, verbunden mit der Aktivität eines erfahrenen Individuums. Weiterhin bietet dieser
Kontext keine Möglichkeit, eine Technik durch wiederholte Exposition der Technik an einem
spezifischen Nest zu erlernen. Außerdem zeigen vorläufige opportunistische Beobachtungen,
dass erfahrene Individuen mehrere Varianten einer Technik anwenden können. Zusammen
kreiert dies eine Situation, in der Jungtiere einer Vielzahl von Varianten einer Technik ausgesetzt
sind. Dies erlaubt es zu untersuchen, ob Jungtiere die Technik ihrer Mutter annehmen.
Des Weiteren scheint dieser Kontext besonders relevant hinsichtlich der Erforschung der
Evolution des aktiven Lehrens zu sein. Im Gegensatz zu anderen Ressourcen, die einfach
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wahrzunehmen und zu erhalten sind, ist diese spezifische Nahrungsquelle äußerst schwierig zu
entdecken und zu extrahieren, hat jedoch einen hohen Nährwert. Dementsprechend sollte es in
diesem Kontext für die Mütter adaptiv sein, ihren Nachkommen beizubringen, wie man diese
Ressource extrahiert.

Ziele der Studie
Das Ziel meiner Studie war es, drei verschiedene Aspekte der Verhaltensökologie einer
wildlebenden Schimpansengroßgruppe zu untersuchen, die alle in direktem Zusammenhang mit
dem Werkzeuggebrauch zum Extrahieren von unterirdischen Bienennester und dem Verzehren
der darin enthaltenen Bienenprodukte stehen. Um das Verhalten der Schimpansen an den
Bienennestern

festzuhalten,

habe

ich

Kamerafallen

aufgestellt.

Diese

indirekte

Beobachtungsmethode erlaubte es mir, das Verhalten der nicht habituierten Schimpansen direkt
zu beobachten ohne dabei ihr natürliches Verhalten zu ändern. Zusätzlich erlaubte es mir auch,
Daten über die Extraktionsaktivitäten anderer Konsumenten zu sammeln. Das gesammelte
Filmmaterial wurde kodiert und die Verhaltensdaten mittels linear gemischten Modellen
analysiert.
Meine erste Studie (Kapitel 1) konzentrierte sich auf die Beschreibung der
Aktivitätsmuster an den unterirdischen Bienennestern und der Bestimmung der ökologischen
Faktoren, die den Erfolg einer Extraktion beeinflussen. Ich habe auch die interspezifische
Konkurrenz zwischen Konsumenten von Bienennestern, nämlich Schimpansen, Waldelefanten
und Honigdachsen betrachtet. Insbesondere untersuchte ich die Verhaltensstrategien, die es
Schimpansen erlauben effizient mit den zwei anderen Arten zu konkurrieren, welche aufgrund
ihrer morphologischen und sensorischen Eigenschaften besser daran angepasst sind,
unterirdischen Honig zu finden und zu extrahieren.
In der zweiten Studie (Kapitel 2) untersuchte ich den Grad der Komplexität und
Flexibilität im Verhalten, der für diese Art von Werkzeuggebrauch nötig ist. Um dies
herauszufinden, analysierte ich detailliert die Techniken, die von adulten Individuen angewendet
wurden. Ich betrachtete insbesondere das Verhaltensspektrum und seinen strukturellen Aufbau,
mit besonderem Fokus darauf, ob sich Individuen in ihrem Handlungsspektrum und in der
Reihenfolge in der sie die Handlungen ausführen, sowie in ihren Vorlieben für verschiedene
Verhaltenslemente (nämlich Handlungen und Griffarten) unterscheiden.
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In meiner dritten Studie (Kapitel 3) konzentrierte ich mich darauf den relativen Einfluss
individueller Eigenschaften, nämlich Alter und Geschlecht, und sozialer Faktoren auf die
Entwicklung der Werkzeuggebrauchstechnik von Jungtieren zu bestimmen, insbesondere den
Einfluss des Verhaltens der Mutter. Dabei habe ich speziell geschaut, ob Jungtieren die Technik
der Mutter nachahmten und ob die Mutter Verhaltensstrategies aufzeigte, die das Lernen des
Nachwuchses verbesserten.

Ergebnisse
Die Ergebnisse meiner ersten Studie zeigten, dass Schimpansen die Nester häufiger
aufsuchten als andere Konsumenten, aber ähnlich hohe Extraktionserfolge hatten wie
Honigdachse, die die effizientesten Gräber waren. Meine Daten der strukturellen Eigenschaften
der unterirdischen Bienennester zeigten, dass sich diese sowohl in Tiefe als auch im Abstand der
unterirdischen Kammer vom Röhreneingang stark unterschieden. Tatsächlich fand ich heraus,
dass der Erfolg der Schimpansen erheblich von den strukturellen Eigenschaften des Bienenestes
beeinflusst wurde, insbesondere vom Abstand des Eingangsrohrs zur unterirdischen
Nestkammer. Meine Untersuchung zeigte, dass die Anzahl der Extraktionsversuche saisonal
bedingt ist, wobei sowohl Schimpansen als auch Honigdachse, aber nicht die Elefanten, in der
Trockenzeit öfter an den Bienennestern aktiv waren. Schimpansen gruben tendenziell lieber an
Nestern in relativ weicher Erde. Dies ist wahrscheinlich eine Verhaltensstrategie, um ihre
Grabeffizienz zu maximieren, wenn die Erde in der Trockenzeit härter ist. Das
Extraktionsverhalten der Schimpansen schien auch durch Spuren von Honigdachsen inhibiert zu
werden, was möglicherweise eine Riskiovermeidungsstrategie darstellt. Alles in allem zeigte die
Studie, dass das Extrahieren unterirdischer Bienennester in der Tat eine für die Menschenaffen
schwierige Aufgabe ist. Nichtsdestotrotz erlaubten es der Werkzeuggebrauch und andere
Verhaltenstrategien, wie das Graben an weicheren Orten, den Schimpansen die Hürden, die die
Ausbeutung dieser Ressource zu beschränken scheinen, zu überwinden.
Im Hinblick auf die Technik, die von erwachsenen Schimpansen angewendet wurde, um
an die Nester zu gelangen, fand ich heraus, dass die Studienobjekte nicht-zufällige organisierte
Abfolgen von Handlungen vollzogen. Die Studienobjekte unterschieden sich nicht in der Größe
ihres Verhaltensrepertoirs, aber alle vollzogen häufiger extraktive Handlungen mit Werkzeugen
als manuelles Graben. Die Griffart bei der Hände und Füße koordiniert gleichzeitig genutzt
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wurden, wurde von allen Studienobjekten am meisten genutzt, wenn sie perforierten, aber ich
fand hierbei auch beträchtliche individuelle Vorlieben. So zeigte sich diese Technik gleichzeitig
als hoch komplex und flexibel und Individuen hatten konstante Vorlieben dafür, wie sie eine
einzelne Handlung vollzogen.
Die Ergebnisse der beiden vorherigen Studien boten das notwendige Rahmenkonzept für
die letzte Studie meiner Arbeit, die den Erwerb extraktiver Techniken bei heranwachsenden
Schimpansen untersuchte. Tatsächlich zeigten die oben zusammengefassten Ergebnisse, dass die
Extraktion unterirdischer Bienennester sogar für adulte Schimpansen eine schwierige Aufgabe ist
und dass es bei adulten Individuen (besonders adulten Weibchen) konstante Unterschiede in
wenigstens einem Aspekt ihrer Extraktionstechnik gab. Im Hinblick auf den Erwerb dieser
Technik zeigten meine Untersuchung, dass Heranwachsende beider Geschlechter mit
zunehmendem Alter mehr und mehr dem Verhalten von Erwachsenen bezüglich der Abfolge
ihrer Handlungen gleichkamen. Sie verbrachten auch mehr und mehr Zeit mit der Beobachtung
eines erwachsenen Vorbildes, welches meist ihre eigene Mutter war. So eigneten sie sich die
Technik, definiert durch die Abfolge der Handlungen, wahrscheinlich durch eine Kombination
aus körperlicher Entwicklung und Lernen durch Beobachtung an. Im Bezug auf für die
Perforation genutzte Griffarten dagegen, imitierten Heranwachsende explizit die Vorliebe ihrer
Mutter, sobald sie perforieren konnten. Ich zeige auch mittels quantitativer Daten, dass Mütter
den Erwerb dieser Fähigkeit durch ihre Kinder unterstützen können, indem sie ihnen
Lernmöglichkeiten bieten. Daraufhin deutet die Menge an Zeit, die sie inaktiv an Bienennestern
verbrachten, welche sich hinsichtlich des Alters und Geschlechts ihrer Kinder unterschied.

Bedeutung dieser Studie und Ausblick
Alles in allem trugen die Ergebnisse meiner drei Studien zum Verständnis der
Verhaltensstrategien bei, die wilde Schimpansen nutzen können um sehr schwierige Aufgaben zu
lösen und auch zum Verständnis der Mechanismen, die an der Übertragung solcher Strategien
über Generationen hinweg beteiligt sind. Meine Arbeit zeigt, dass Schimpansen in der Lage sind
komplexe Werkzeuggebrauchstechniken mit nicht-zufälligen Abfolgen von Handlungen
auszuführen, um die Lage versteckter und sehr wertvoller Ressourcen zu ergründen. Darüber
hinaus konnte ich vorausgegangene Thesen darüber bestärken, dass Schimpansen spezielle
Verhaltensweisen durch eine Reihe von Mechanismen erwerben können, Imitation
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Zusammenfassung
eingeschlossen. Letztendlich zeigte ich, dass Mütter den Erwerb dieser Fähigkeiten bei ihren
Kindern durch eine Art von Lernen durch Stimulation fördern könnten. Insgesamt zeigen diese
Ergebnisse, dass die Technik für die Extraktion unterirdischen Honigs, verglichen mit anderen
Techniken des Werkzeuggebrauchs, die bisher bei wilden Schimpansen erforscht wurden, ein
hohes Maß und Komplexität und Flexibilität voraussetzt. Ihr Erwerb wird durch eine Vielzahl an
Lernmechanismen vermittelt und wird möglicherweise von den Müttern angeregt.
Zukünftige Forschung sollte den Fokus auf die Untersuchung des Vorgangs der
Werkzeugherstellung und den Erwerb während der Entwicklung richten. Dieser Aspekt könnte
weiteres Licht auf die Fähigkeiten von Schimpansen in den Bereichen der technischen
Intelligenz und der Flexibilität des Verhaltens werfen und einen idealen Vergleich mit
Fähigkeiten zur einfachen Wergzeugherstellung beim Menschen ermöglichen.
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ABSTRACT
Honey represents a highly nutritious resource for animals, but is difﬁcult to obtain given bees’ defensive strategies. We investigated
exploitation of the underground nests of stingless bees (Meliplebeia lendliana) by three sympatric consumers in Loango National Park,
Gabon: the central African chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes troglodytes), forest elephant (Loxodonta cyclotis) and honey badger (Mellivora capensis).
Given the differences in their respective morphological traits and sensory abilities, we hypothesized that chimpanzees would be more
limited in digging out the bee nests, compared to the other two competitors, and would show behavioral strategies to overcome such
constraints. Our dataset comprised camera trap footage recorded over 60 mo at 100 different bee nests. Chimpanzees visited the nests
more often than the other consumers, showing a frequency of extraction success comparable to that observed in honey badgers, the
most efﬁcient digger. Both chimpanzees and honey badgers increased their extractive attempts across the dry season, whereas elephants
did not. The soil hardness was greater during the dry season than the wet season and, possibly in order to compensate for this, chimpanzees showed a tendency toward digging at nests found in relatively softer soil. They also seemed to be inhibited by indirect cues left
by other consumers, possibly as a risk-avoidance strategy. Overall, chimpanzees and honey badgers extracted the underground nests of
stingless bees with similar frequencies, whilst forest elephants did so only occasionally. Moreover, chimpanzees can use tools and other
behavioral strategies to overcome the physical limitations that may constrain their exploitation of this resource.
Key words: camera trapping; community ecology; honey consumption; Loxodonta cyclotis; Mellivora capensis; Pan troglodytes troglodytes; stingless bees; tool use.

HONEY

In Africa, several mammals opportunistically raid these nests,
with honey badgers and primates being the main threat in
savanna and rain forest habitats respectively (Roubik 2006).
Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) consume honey from both honeybees and stingless bees across their range, employing a variety of
technological strategies to reach it (Sanz & Morgan 2009).
In Loango National Park (NP), Gabon, central African
chimpanzees (P. t. troglodytes) use tools to extract the underground
nests of Meliplebeia lendliana (Boesch et al. 2009), among other
species. Camera traps were placed at known nest sites to observe
chimpanzee behavior. Interestingly, footage revealed exploitation
of the same resource by forest elephants (Loxodonta cyclotis) and
honey badgers (Mellivora capensis), providing an opportunity to
investigate patterns of exploitation by three consumers which differ greatly in their morphological traits and feeding ecology.
Honey badgers are specialized diggers (Rose et al. 2014),
whilst elephants can use their tusks to dig into the soil. Nevertheless, chimpanzees can apply behavioral and tool-using strategies
to compensate for their lack of physical adaptations to dig out
nests. To detect the presence of food sources, elephants and
honey badgers rely mainly upon olfaction (Begg 2001, Rizvanovic
et al. 2013), while primates primarily rely on vision (Fobes 1982,
but see Laska et al. 2000). Consumers (both con- and hetero-speciﬁc) may produce cues during their foraging activity, which persist in time and potentially are available to other individuals (Dall
et al. 2005, Sepp€anen et al. 2007). For instance, non-human

REPRESENTS A HIGHLY VALUABLE DIETARY SUPPLEMENT FOR

ANIMALS,

being a concentrated source of sugars, vitamins, and
minerals, as well as other chemically active compounds (Murray
et al. 2001, Bogdanov et al. 2008, Vit et al. 2013). Having gained
access to a bee nest, predators can also reach the brood, providing proteins and fat (Finke 2005). Honeybees (Apis mellifera) produce a high amount of honey, but it is obtainable at the cost of
enduring bees’ stings. Although stingless bees (Apidae: Meliponini) produce less honey than honeybees (Roubik 2006), their
nests are a less risky target, provided that consumers can locate
and reach the hidden chamber containing the honey and brood.
Stingless bees build their nests inside cavities, either in wood
or underground, connected to the exterior through an entrance
tube (Roubik 2006). The primary defense of nests consists of the
matrix in which they are built, and their low visibility: the nest
chamber can be located up to 2 m deep and the presence of a
nest revealed only by its entrance tube, measuring 6–8 mm in
diam and protruding 0.5–1 cm above the ground, favorably hidden by fallen foliage on the forest ﬂoor (de Portugal Araujo
1963). These features make locating and accessing nests a challenging task for nest predators, which represent the main cause
of colony mortality; this evolutionary pressure may have shaped
bee nesting behavior (Kajobe & Roubik 2006, Michener 2013).
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animals can use such information when foraging (Galef & Giraldeau 2001). At each visit to an underground bee nest, the predator can either inspect it and leave, or start digging to reach it. If
successful, the predator usually consumes the nest entirely and
the bees leave. If not, the nest remains active, although potentially
more visible and accessible.
In this study we: (1) tested which nest features limit the success of predators; (2) described the activity pattern of each consumer species around nests and test whether this followed a
seasonal pattern; and (3) investigated which factors affected the
extractive behavior of chimpanzees, the principal—and supposedly least proﬁcient—consumer of these bees in rain forests.
We predicted that bees try to overcome predators by increasing uncertainty regarding the location of the underground nest
chamber (represented by the distance and direction of the chamber
from the entrance tube), rather than its depth, since both elephants
and honey badgers are considered efﬁcient diggers. We hypothesized that chimpanzees would be more limited than honey badgers
and elephants by the structural features of bee nests.
Seasonal changes in environmental conditions may affect
predators’ activity patterns. We predicted that the hindrance represented by the soil in which nests are found will change with
seasonal rainfall (assuming that soil hardness changes with seasonal variation in rainfall). Thus, less skilled diggers such as chimpanzees might concentrate their effort during the wet season,
whereas soil hardness should not affect the visit patterns of the
other two species. Alternatively, predators may intensify their
attempts when a greater amount of honey and brood is available:
stingless bees’ food acquisition (and therefore honey storage and
brood growth) correlates with ﬂoral abundance (Roubik 1982),
which is typically negatively correlated with rainfall (Sommer et al.
2012). Under these circumstances, we expected all predators to
increase their visits to nests during the dry season.
Finally, we predicted that chimpanzees should be more likely
to dig when visual cues are available suggesting increased accessibility of a nest, namely signs of digging carried out by previous
predators or presence of tools accumulated at a nest site following attempts by conspeciﬁcs (Fragaszy et al. 2013). We also considered the effects of indirect olfactory cues left by the previous
visitor, prior to each chimpanzee visit. We hypothesized that apes
could be either positively or negatively affected by such cues: the
detection of a previous visitor could indicate the presence of a
feeding resource, but also the presence of a potential competitor
that it would be preferable to avoid (Head et al. 2012 provide evidence of competitive exclusion between chimpanzees and elephants at this ﬁeld site).

interrupted by a brief dry season (December–January); the long
dry season spans May to September (Head et al. 2011, 2012).
The focal chimpanzee community was not habituated to human
observers during this study. Their home range covers ca 36 km2
(Head et al. 2013).
We used remote-sensor camera traps to monitor animal
activity at opportunistically detected underground bee nests.
We collected data on nest structure and other environmental
variables (soil hardness at the nest site, rainfall, and phenological data).
CHARACTERISTICS OF BEE NESTS.—We monitored 100 underground
nests of M. lendliana. Given the visual inconspicuousness of intact
nests, we relied on evidence of activity by previous predators or
noticed the bees ﬂying in and out of the entrance tube to spot the
nests. In only 22 cases were intact sites found. To locate the underground chamber, we repeatedly perforated the ground around the
entrance tube with a metal stick, in concentric circles of increasing
diameter, until the tip was retrieved with honey. We measured the
horizontal distance between the entrance tube and this perforation
point (cm; ‘distance nest chamber-entrance tube’), the geographical
direction of the nest relative to the entrance tube (in degrees from
N) and the depth of the underground chamber (cm; ‘chamber
depth’). In some cases, the depth was measured after the nest had
been extracted, by relying on the traces of the nest’s protective layers that are usually left on the ceiling of the resulting hole (Fig. 1A,
B). The underground chambers seemed randomly located relative
to the entrance tube (Fig. 1C), possibly according to site-speciﬁc
conditions (e.g., soil hardness, presence of roots).
SOIL HARDNESS.—We measured soil hardness at 29 nests every
3 wk between July and December 2013. The measured nests
were equally distributed across the area including our 100 focal
nests and were representative of the variation in number of
recorded visits by predators; both active and inactive nests (abandoned or extracted) were measured. We measured soil hardness
by dropping a 5-kg weight three times from a height of 10 cm
onto a metallic stick, which had previously been inserted 10 cm
vertically into the soil around the entrance tube (or its assumed
location, in the case of inactive sites). Soil hardness therefore
expresses perforation into the ground (cm). We sampled at eight
different points around the entrance tube, at a distance of 10 and
20 cm from the tube in each of the four cardinal directions
(Fig. 1B). We slightly shifted the sampling points each time, to
avoid sampling the same point repeatedly.
RAINFALL AND FLORAL PHENOLOGY.—Rainfall (mm) was recorded
daily at the camp. We calculated the variable ‘rain/d’ (model 1;
Table 1) as the amount of rainfall measured during the time elapsing between successive measurements of soil hardness, divided by
the number of days concerned. The phenology of 64 different tree
species (all recognized at minimum at the genus level) from 35 families, measuring ≥1 cm in dbh (range: 1–186 cm) was monitored
monthly over 35 km along a trail system (Head et al. 2011). Of
these, 24 species belong to families considered important food

METHODS
FIELD SITE AND STUDY DESIGN.—Our ﬁeld site is located in
Loango NP, Gabon (2°040 S, 9°330 E), and covers an area of
approximately 80 km² comprising mature, secondary, coastal and
swamp forest and savanna. The mean annual rainfall is 2215 mm
and mean daily temperature ranges between 22.9°C and 27.2°C.
The long rainy season lasts from October to April, often
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FIGURE 1. Description of underground stingless bee nests in Loango NP, Gabon: (A) schematic representation of nest structure (transversal view) and descriptive statistics for structural variables; (B) horizontal distance between the entrance tube and nest chamber, and the locations of soil hardness measurements around
the entrance tube; (C) location (in degrees N) of the nest chamber relative to the entrance tube (N = 56 nests): the area of ﬁlled circles on the circumference
represents the number of observations per direction.

TABLE 1. Overview of models performed to investigate the consumption of underground stingless bee nests in Loango NP, Gabon. We report the exact formula used for each model,
where test predictors are highlighted in bold, interactions are denoted by asterisks, random intercepts by (1|random effect), random slopes by (0 + predictor|random effect), and
any offset terms indicated. In addition, we show results for the comparison of the full model versus the null model.
Model
1

Formula

Full versus Null

Perforation into the ground (cm) ~ rain/d * (habitat type + swamp presence) + elevation + stick type +

v = 47.553, df = 6, P < 0.001
2

(1|nest site) + (1|nest condition) + (0 + stick type|nest site) + (0 + rain/d|nest site)
2A

Bee nest extracted by all consumers (yes/no) ~

v2 = 17.303, df = 4, P = 0.002

2B

Bee nest extracted by chimpanzees (yes/no) ~

v2 = 15.007, df = 4, P = 0.005

2C

Bee nest extracted by honey badgers (yes/no) ~

v2 = 5.672, df = 4, P = 0.225

3A

chamber depth * distance nest chamber-entrance tube + average soil hardness + offset(total digging time)
N visits/mo (chimpanzee) ~

v2 = 9.688, df = 2, P = 0.008

3B

N visits/mo (elephant) ~

v2 = 0.817, df = 2, P = 0.665

3C

N visits/mo (honey badger) ~

v2 = 7.229, df = 2, P = 0.027

sine 15th d/mo + cos 15th d/mo + (1|yr) + (0 + sine 15th d/mo|yr) + (0 + cos 15th d/mo|yr) + offset
(camera days/mo)
4

Chimpanzee digging (yes/no) ~ time gap between visits * (last visiting species + cumulative

v2 = 23.731, df = 10, P = 0.008

digging time) + average soil hardness per site + deviation soil hardness per site + ﬂoral availability +
number of tools accumulated + time since last human visit + total number social partners + age +
(1|nest site) + (1|individual ID) + (1|visit ID) + (0 + average soil hardness per site|individual ID) +
(0 + deviation soil hardness per site|nest site) + (0 + ﬂoral availability|nest site)

year (average  SD = 862.8  70.9). From this dataset we
extracted ﬂoral availability, used as a proxy for honey availability
(model 4; Table 1).

sources for African stingless bees (Kajobe 2013). Flower maturational stage was scored on an ordinal scale, from absent to mature.
The number of trees monitored varied between 824 and 989 per
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further signs of bee activity. The number of simultaneously monitored nests varied between 9 and 50. The unit of monitoring time
used was ‘camera day’, indicating a day during which the camera
trap functioned properly. A total of 20,935 camera days were
obtained, with the monitoring period at a given nest ranging from
5 to 1810 camera days.
A ‘visit’ was deﬁned as any instance when one or more individuals, of all those recorded in a video, belonging to any of the
three predator species showed interest in the nest. A visit comprised one or more clips, provided the interval between consecutive clips was no more than 15 min. Each visit was classiﬁed as
one of the following types: (1) ‘exploration’, when animals
inspected the entrance tube, e.g., smelled or scratched the surface;
(2) ‘digging’, when animals removed soil by digging and/or using
tools (ending in a successful extraction or not); and (3) ‘visit after
extraction’, when animals visited a recently extracted nest with or
without obtaining food from it. The duration of digging was
scored using INTERACT 9 (MANGOLD 2010), and the overall
duration of digging (sec) calculated as the sum of digging time
per visit. Inter-observer reliability of digging duration was
assessed by comparing the values obtained by two raters coding
15 video clips (ﬁve per species; Spearman’s rho = 1, 0.7 and 0.9
for chimpanzee, elephant, and honey badger respectively). All
chimpanzees were individually identiﬁed (Head et al. 2013). Our
sample comprised 22 adult females, 30 juveniles/infants, 11 adult
males, and 7 adolescents (age classes based on physical and
behavioral criteria listed in Boesch & Boesch-Achermann 2000).

VARIATION IN SOIL HARDNESS.—We investigated which factors
inﬂuenced soil hardness (square-root transformed) using a Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM; Baayen 2008) with Gaussian
error distribution and identity link (model 1 in Table 1;
N = 1344). The predictor ‘habitat type’ included two levels (open
or closed secondary forest, distinguished based on a visibility estimate following Head et al. 2012), while the predictor ‘swamp
presence’ accounted for the presence of swamps within 15 m of
a nest. The elevation (m) of each nest site was extracted from a
Digital Elevation Map of Gabon (USGS 2004). The control predictor ‘stick type’ had two values (during the study period the
stick initially used to measure soil hardness broke and was
replaced by another). ‘Nest site’ (29 nests), and ‘nest condition’
(seven levels: active, extracted by chimpanzee/elephant/honey
badger, dug out by humans, abandoned by bees, or unknown
reason for nest termination), were included as random effects.
The model included the interactions between ‘rain/d’ and ‘habitat
type’ and between ‘rain/d’ and ‘swamp presence’ as we assumed
that rainfall had a differential effect upon soil hardness depending
on these two parameters, as well as the appropriate random
slopes terms (Barr et al. 2013). We did not account for slope
steepness.
We predicted the values of soil hardness for each nest, for
the whole period over which the nest was monitored. From these
data, we calculated the average soil hardness for each nest and
the soil hardness at the time of each chimpanzee visit (used in
models 2 and 4; Table 1). To obtain predictions that were not
conditional on any speciﬁc model, we ﬁtted one model with each
possible combination of the above-mentioned ﬁxed effects (including the two interactions; models comprising an interaction
also included the respective main effects), producing a total of 52
models. The predicted values of the response variable were calculated as the average of all predictions across all models, weighted
by the Akaike weight of the respective model (Burnham &
Anderson 2002). We assessed the accuracy of the predictions by
using cross-validation. First, we ﬁtted the same models as
described above to a subset comprising 24 randomly selected
nests and calculated the predicted values of soil hardness. Then
we compared the predicted values for the ﬁve nests not included
in the random selection with the measured soil hardness values
for those ﬁve nests. We found that 95 percent of the predicted
values deviated from the observed values by at most ca 11 cm
(range of soil hardness values = 0.5–34.9 cm).

HONEY EXTRACTION.—We tested which environmental factors
inﬂuenced the probability of extractions: ﬁrst considering all three
species of consumers combined, then considering chimpanzees
and honey badgers separately (models 2A, B and C; Table 1). We
could not test elephants due to their small number of extractions
(N = 2). In each case we used a Generalized Linear Model
(GLM) with binomial error distribution and logit link function
(McCullagh & Nelder 1996; N = 50 nests for which data were
available for all variables). We included the interaction between
‘chamber depth’ and ‘distance nest chamber-entrance tube’, as we
assumed that nest depth had a differential effect upon extraction
probability depending on how far the chamber was from the
entrance tube. An offset term, ‘total digging time’ (sec),
accounted for the duration of digging performed by any species
at each site. All quantitative predictors were z-transformed (to a
mean of zero and a standard deviation of one) and the offset
term was log-transformed before ﬁtting the model.

CAMERA FOOTAGE.—Video data were collected from April 2009
to March 2014, using camera traps (Sony Handycam with trailmaster 700V, Scoutguard 550 and Bushnell Trophy Cam). Sony
cameras recorded continuously until no further movement was
detected within a two-min interval; Scoutguard 550 and Bushnell
Trophy Cam recorded one-min clips, and were re-activated as
long as movement persisted with an inter-clip interval of one-second. Each camera was checked every 2 wk, the SD cards or
tapes collected and replaced with empty ones, and the batteries
changed. All cameras were placed at active nests and were
removed once the nest had been extracted or there were no

CONSUMER ACTIVITY PATTERNS.—We calculated the average time
interval between visits at the same site, for each species separately, as the number of camera days between the ﬁrst and the
last visit at a given site divided by the number of visits recorded
at that site after the initial visit. We tested the seasonality in
monthly number of visits (across all nests), for each species separately (models 3A, B, and C; Table 1), using a GLMM with Poisson error structure and log link function (N = 60). Since we
predicted a seasonal peak in predator activity, the effect of season
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was included as a circular variable. The peak might occur either
when the soil was softer (wet season) or alternatively when there
was maximal honey storage (end of the dry season). We used the
midpoint of each month (15th day) as a date to create the circular variable, which was calculated by transforming this date into
radians. The model comprised the sine and the cosine of this variable. We accounted for the differential effect of season across
years by including the random effect ‘year’ (six levels), as well as
the relevant random slopes. Finally, ‘camera days/mo’ accounted
for variation in monthly monitoring effort (log-transformed,
included as an offset term).
Finally, we investigated which factors inﬂuenced the digging
behavior of chimpanzees (model 4; Table 1), using a GLMM
with binomial error structure and logit link function (N = 307).
Since we expected that the cues left by a previous visitor would
fade over time, we included the interaction between ‘last visiting
species’ and the time elapsed between the occurrence of the previous visit and the visit of the chimpanzee (‘time gap between
visits’), as well as the interaction between the latter variable and
‘cumulative digging time’. We controlled for cues left by researchers by including a variable expressing the time elapsed between
each chimpanzee’s visit and the last human visit at the site.
Floral availability was calculated as the monthly average ﬂoral maturational stage of all trees included in the phenology dataset, weighted by the crown diameter of each tree. To account for
a possible time delay between the amount of available ﬂowers
and the storage of honey we included this variable in the model
as the average ﬂoral availability over the 30 d prior to a visit
(where the ﬂoral availability on any given day was taken to be the
value for the respective month).
We tested for an effect of variation in soil hardness between
sites by including the average value for each site, and for variation
within each site by including the deviation of each value from the
site-speciﬁc mean at the time of a chimpanzee’s visit (van de Pol &
Wright 2009). The values of soil hardness used per nest site and
visit were taken from the predictive model described above. We
controlled for the age class of the visiting individual (adult, adolescent, juvenile or infant) and for the number of social partners
recorded in the videos. We included the random effects of site (44
levels), individual identity (68 levels) and visit (219 levels), and all
relevant random slopes terms. Before running the model, we logtransformed the following predictors: ‘time gap between visits’, ‘cumulative digging time’, ‘time since last human visit’, ‘total number
of social partners’ and ‘number of tools accumulated’ and then ztransformed all quantitative predictors.

5

the possibility of collinearity among predictors by inspecting Variance Inﬂation Factors (Field 2005) using the function vif of the
R-package car (Fox & Sanford 2011), based on standard linear
models excluding the random effects and interactions. Overdispersion was not detected in any of the Poisson models (model 3;
dispersion parameters = 0.98, 1.77, 1.18 for models 3A, B, and
C respectively). We assessed the stability of GLMMs by comparing the estimates derived from a model based on all data with
those obtained from models based on subsets which excluded
levels of the random effects one at a time. For the GLM, we
inspected dfbeta-values (Field 2005). No issues were found in
any model. In all cases, the overall signiﬁcance of the full model
(Forstmeier & Schielzeth 2011) was ﬁrst tested by comparing it
with a null model comprising only the control predictors, the offset terms (if present) and the random effects (for GLMMs),
through a likelihood ratio test (R-function ANOVA with argument test set to ‘Chisq’; Dobson 2002). When an interaction
term had no signiﬁcant effect (all P > 0.14, across all models),
we ran a reduced model including only the main effects. P values
for the individual effects were based on likelihood ratio tests
comparing the full with respective reduced model (R-function
drop1; Barr et al. 2013). All analyses were conducted in R (R
Core Team 2014; v. 3.1.0).

RESULTS
SOIL HARDNESS.—The full model differed signiﬁcantly from the
null model (model 1; Table 1). The two interactions had no signiﬁcant effect upon soil hardness (Table S1), but there was a signiﬁcant main effect of rainfall; the measure of stick penetration
into the ground was greater with increasing rainfall (estimate  SE = 0.137  0.013, v2 = 45.509, df = 1, P < 0.001;
Table S2; Fig. S1). Soil hardness varied greatly both within and
across sites (Fig. S2), and the random effect ‘nest site’ had a signiﬁcant effect (v2 = 133.77, df = 1, P < 0.001).
UNDERGROUND BEE NEST EXTRACTIONS.—Nest features signiﬁcantly
affected the probability of a nest being extracted, when all consumer species were considered together (model 2A; Table 1). The
interaction did not signiﬁcantly affect the response (Table S3); the
reduced model showed that the larger the distance between the
entrance tube and the underground chamber the smaller the probability of successful extraction by any predator (estimate  SE = 1.469  0.414, v2 = 12.986, df = 1, P < 0.001;
Table S4). Chimpanzees’ success at extracting nests was particularly
affected by nest features (model 2B; Table 1), whilst honey badgers
were not (model 2C; Table 1 and Table S5). The reduced model
showed that chimpanzees were signiﬁcantly limited by the distance
between the entrance tube and the underground chamber (estimate  SE = 1.145  0.473, v2 = 7.469, df = 1, P = 0.006;
see Table S6 and S7 for results of the full and reduced models
respectively).

MODEL IMPLEMENTATION.—We ﬁtted all GLMMs using the functions lmer (model 1) or glmer (models 3 and 4) of the R-package
lme4 (Bates et al. 2014), and the GLM (model 2) using the Rfunction glm. For GLMMs, correlations between random slopes
and random intercepts were excluded to avoid models becoming
too complex (Barr et al. 2013). For model 1, we veriﬁed the
assumptions of normally distributed and homogeneous residuals
by visually inspecting a qqplot and the residuals plotted against
ﬁtted values. When appropriate (models 1, 2, and 4), we excluded

CONSUMER ACTIVITY PATTERNS.—We recorded 730 visits. Of the
100 monitored nests, 14 were never explored nor was any digging
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attempt by predators detected (Table 2); 18 nests were visited by
all predator species, 41 nests visited by two species and 27 nests
by only one species. Predator species differed in their time intervals between visits (Fig. S3). Chimpanzees accounted for 18 successful extractions (at 18 different sites), honey badgers 14 (14
different sites) and elephants 3 (three different sites), across the
33 sites at which extractions were observed. In all except two
cases, the bees left the nest following a successful extraction. At
the extracted sites, chimpanzees were successful in one out of
two visits (median = 2, range = 1–7); honey badgers were mostly
successful at their ﬁrst visit (median = 1, range = 1–3), whereas
elephants were the least successful predator (median = 8,
range = 1–25). When considering both active and extracted nests,
the average number of visits required to attain a success was
higher for all predators (19.5, 3.7 and 76.7 visits for chimpanzees,
honey badgers, and elephants respectively).

DISCUSSION
Using an indirect monitoring method, we revealed the patterns of
exploitation of underground stingless bee nests by three sympatric consumers. The main constraint for nest predators in success was the horizontal distance between the underground
chamber and entrance tube of the nest. As predicted, the best
defense for bees relied in creating uncertainty regarding the location of the nest chamber, rather than in its depth or the hardness
of the surrounding soil. Chimpanzees were particularly limited by
the former feature; as expected, none of the nest characteristics
we considered to affect the success of honey badgers. We documented the exploitation of this resource by forest elephants,
although at low levels. To our knowledge, neither bees nor their
products have previously been reported to be consumed by this
species (Tchamba & Seme 1993, Blake 2002, Morgan & Lee
2007).
In our study, chimpanzees and honey badgers exhibited
comparable frequencies of extractions (51.4% and 40%, respectively), whereas elephants were rarely successful (8.6% of extractions). The tool-use behavior of chimpanzees possibly
compensated for their lack of morphological specializations for
digging. The three consumers revisited bee nests at different rates
in the camera footage. Chimpanzees and elephants are present at
comparable densities in Loango NP (1.72 and 1.37 individuals/
km2, respectively; Head et al. 2013); therefore, our results likely
reﬂect a difference in their visiting behavior to bee nests. The
same applies to honey badgers, as existing data indicate a low
density (0.1–0.3 individuals/km2; Begg et al. 2008). Chimpanzees
revisited the nests more often, compared to the other two predators, and needed repeated attempts before being successful. In
contrast, honey badgers, specialized diggers, were highly successful at their ﬁrst visit. Taken together, these results reﬂect differences in species-speciﬁc efﬁcacy, likely linked to different digging
abilities.
Chimpanzees and honey badgers increased their visits to bee
nests during the dry months, conﬁrming previous ﬁndings on
seasonal honey consumption by both species (Fay & Carroll
1994, Vanderhaar & Hwang 2003, Sanz & Morgan 2009, 2013,
Sommer et al. 2012). The dry season is typically a period of food

SEASONALITY.—Both chimpanzees and honey badgers increased
their number of visits during the dry season (May to September),
whilst elephants did not (models 3A, B, and C in Table 1; Fig. 2).
Chimpanzees’ visits peaked at the beginning of the rainy season
(October).
CHIMPANZEE DIGGING BEHAVIOR.—Chimpanzees attempted to
extract nests found with signs of digging by previous visitors and
intact nests with similar probabilities (65.4% and 63.6%, respectively). Both cues left by previous predators and environmental
factors had a signiﬁcant effect on their extractive behavior (model
4; Table 1). The interactions did not signiﬁcantly affect the
response (Table S8). The identity of the previous species to visit
a nest had a signiﬁcant effect (v2 = 14.381, df = 2, P < 0.001;
Table S9): chimpanzees were less likely to dig after a visit by
honey badgers, compared to a previous visit by chimpanzees or
elephants (Fig. S4). We found a tendency for chimpanzees to be
more likely to dig at nests where the soil was, on average, relatively softer than elsewhere (estimate  SE = 0.430  0.288,
v2 = 2.763, df = 1, P = 0.096; Table S9). The age class of the
individual had a signiﬁcant effect, with infants being signiﬁcantly
less likely to dig compared to older individuals (v2 = 10.934,
df = 3, P = 0.012; Table S9).

TABLE 2. Overview of the number of visits, per predator species and visit type, recorded by camera traps placed at 100 underground stingless bee nests (see text for the operational
deﬁnitions of visit types), and the number of nests visited by each species, in Loango NP, Gabon. The number of ‘individual’ visits represents the dataset for which the
duration of digging behavior was coded.
Visit type
Species
Chimpanzee
Elephant
Honey badger

Exploration

Digging

Visit after extraction

Total

Individual visits

Visited nests

133
190

269
45

22
14

424
249

477
281

75
54

27

25

5

57

63

34

Total

350

339

41

730

–

86a

Individual visits

370

392

59

–

821

–

a

14 of the 100 monitored nests were never visited by any predator.
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FIGURE 2. Seasonality of activity by different predator species at underground stingless bee nests; the plot shows the variation in number of visits (per camera
month) across the year, and dashed lines indicate the ﬁtted model; gray rectangles indicate the long rainy season.

Furthermore, during this period the forest ﬂoor is drier and more
open, conditions which may make detection of nests easier,
whether visually, via olfactory cues (e.g., the greater quantity of
stored honey could have an impact on the odor of nests), or by
hearing the bees (Pascual-Garrido et al. 2013). A combination of
these factors could explain the increase in chimpanzee visits to
nests across the dry season, peaking at the beginning of the rainy
season, when the honey was maximally available and the forest
still very dry.
Chimpanzees’ digging behavior seemed enhanced when they
visit nests located in areas possessing, on average, softer soils
than others. This possibly represented a behavioral strategy to

scarcity for chimpanzees (P. t. ellioti: Hohmann et al. 2006,
P. t. troglodytes: Sanz & Morgan 2013), thus, the exploitation of
bee products during this period may represent an important addition to their diet. The same pattern (increased consumption of
honey when fruit is scarce) is found for the Bulindi community,
Uganda, although in this case it occurs during the rainy months
(McLennan 2015). Interestingly, no correlation between rainfall
and fruit availability was found at our site, and the consumption
of fruit by chimpanzees is stable over the year (Head et al. 2011).
The dry season presumably corresponds to the time when bee
nests contain the maximum amount of resources (Roubik 1982),
which probably peaks toward the end of the season.
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compensate for the fact that they increased their extractive effort
during the dry season, when the soil is at its hardest. More puzzling is the negative effect of previous visits by honey badgers on
chimpanzee behavior. Honey badgers, particularly females, can
scent-mark foraging sites with urine, to regulate spatio-temporal
separation of resource use among conspeciﬁcs (Begg 2001); we
recorded this behavior on three occasions. Our result could
reﬂect an olfactorily mediated aversive response of chimpanzees
toward a potentially highly aggressive competitor, the honey badger (Begg 2001, Dominy et al. 2001). Infant chimpanzees seemed
less eager to dig; such a tool-mediated foraging technique is likely
acquired gradually over several years (Boesch-Achermann &
Boesch 1993, Lonsdorf 2005, Humle et al. 2009). The acquisition
of this technique will be the subject of future study.
In sum, the main cost of exploiting bee nests for chimpanzees is represented by the extractive effort. Nevertheless, overall they attained a comparable number of extractions to the most
highly adapted digger species, the honey badger, which was the
most efﬁcient consumer. Chimpanzees seemed to prefer to dig at
nests found in softer soils, which may facilitate their extraction.
Although the yearly activity patterns of chimpanzees and honey
badgers around bee nests overlapped, we assume that the competition between these two species is relatively low given the estimated local low density of the latter species. Also, chimpanzees
seemed to avoid nests that have just been visited by honey badgers, which may reﬂect a behavioral strategy to avoid competitors.

FIGURE S3. Time interval between visits to underground stingless bee nests for each predator species in Loango NP, Gabon.
FIGURE S4. Effect of the last species to visit a stingless bee
nest upon the probability of digging behavior at that nest by central African chimpanzees.
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TABLE S1. Influence of environmental variables on soil hardness measured at underground
stingless bee nests in Loango NP, Gabon; results of the full model (GLMM; N = 1344).
Estimate

SE

χ2

df

P

(Intercept)

3.420

1.189

a

a

a

Rain / d

0.143

0.017

a

a

a

Habitat type (open secondary forest) b, c

0.010

0.297

a

a

a

Swamp presence (yes) b, c

-0.230

0.329

a

a

a

Stick type

-0.552

0.219

6.293

1

0.012

Elevation

-0.027

0.031

0.818

1

0.366

Rain / d * Habitat type (open secondary forest)

-0.029

0.032

0.934

1

0.334

0.008

0.033

0.048

1

0.826

b, c

Rain / d * Swamp presence (yes) b, c
a

Not shown as not having a meaningful interpretation.

b

Estimate +/- SE refer to the difference in response between the reported level of a

categorical predictor and the reference category of that predictor.
c

These predictors were dummy coded, with the “Habitat type (close secondary forest)” and

“Swamp presence (no)” being the reference categories.
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TABLE S2. Influences of environmental variables on soil hardness measured at
underground stingless bee nests in Loango NP, Gabon; results of the reduced model
(GLMM: N = 1344).
Estimat

SE

χ2

df

P

a

a

a

e
(Intercept)

3.422

1.180

Rain/d

0.137

0.013

45.509

1

<0.001

Habitat type (open secondary forest) b,c

-0.023

0.293

0.005

1

0.942

Swamp presence (yes) b,c

-0.220

0.325

0.582

1

0.445

Stick type

-0.552

0.216

6.293

1

0.012

Elevation

-0.026

0.031

0.818

1

0.366

a

Not shown as not having a meaningful interpretation.

b

Estimate +/- SE refer to the difference in response between the reported level of a

categorical predictor and the reference category of that predictor.
c

These predictors were dummy coded, with the “Habitat type (close secondary forest)” and

“Swamp presence (no)” being the reference categories.
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TABLE S3. Influence of environmental variables on the probability of an underground
stingless bee nest being extracted by any consumer (central African chimpanzee, honey
badger or elephant) in Loango NP, Gabon; results of the full model (GLM; N = 50).
Estimate

SE

χ2

df

P

(Intercept)

-3.187

0.435

a

a

a

Chamber depth

-0.738

0.463

a

a

a

Distance nest chamber-entrance tube

-1.464

0.420

a

a

a

Average soil hardness

-0.205

0.481

0.181

1

0.670

0.526

0.490

1.120

1

0.290

Chamber depth * Distance nest chamberentrance tube
a

Not shown as not having a meaningful interpretation.

TABLE S4. Influence of environmental variables on the probability of an underground
stingless bee nest being extracted by any consumer (central African chimpanzee, honey
badger or elephant) in Loango NP, Gabon; results of the reduced model (GLM; N = 50).
Estimate

SE

χ2

df

P

a

a

a

(Intercept)

-3.195

0.428

Chamber depth

-0.703

0.461

2.315

Distance nest chamber-entrance tube

-1.469

0.414

12.986

Average soil hardness

-0.301

0.458

0.426

a

Not shown as not having a meaningful interpretation.
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1

0.128

1 <0.001
1

0.514
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TABLE S5: Influence of environmental variables on the probability of an underground
stingless bee nest being extracted by honey badgers in Loango NP, Gabon; results of the full
model (GLM; N = 50).
Estimate

SE

χ2

df

P

-6.037

0.468

a

a

a

0.341

0.485

a

a

a

Distance nest chamber-entrance tube

-0.463

0.441

a

a

a

Average soil hardness

-0.669

0.521

1.906

1 0.167

-0.893

0.632

2.364

1 0.124

(Intercept)
Chamber depth

Chamber depth * Distance nest chamberentrance tube
a

Not shown as not having a meaningful interpretation.

TABLE S6: Influence of environmental variables on the probability of an underground
stingless bee nest being extracted by central African chimpanzees in Loango NP, Gabon;
results of the full model (GLM; N = 50).
χ2

df

P

0.455

a

a

a

-0.547

0.463

a

a

a

Distance nest chamber-entrance tube

-0.970

0.493

a

a

a

Average soil hardness

0.372

0.473

0.636

1

0.425

0.684

0.522

1.615

1

0.204

Estimate

SE

(Intercept)

-5.467

Chamber depth

Chamber depth * Distance nest chamberentrance tube
a

Not shown as not having a meaningful interpretation.
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TABLE S7: Influence of environmental variables on the probability of an underground
stingless bee nest being extracted by central African chimpanzees in Loango NP, Gabon;
results of the reduced model (GLM; N = 50).
Estimate

SE

χ2

df

P

a

a

a

(Intercept)

-5.351

0.430

Chamber depth

-0.638

0.436

2.265

1

0.132

Distance nest chamber-entrance tube

-1.145

0.473

7.469

1

0.006

0.282

0.444

0.409

1

0.522

Average soil hardness
a

Not shown as not having a meaningful interpretation.
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TABLE S8: Influence of environmental variables and cues left by previous visits of
competitors (both conspecific and heterospecific) on the probability of digging behavior at
bee nests by central African chimpanzees in Loango NP, Gabon; results of the full model
(GLMM; N = 307).
Estimat

SE

χ2

df

P

e
(Intercept)

1.612

0.447

a

a

a

Time gap between visits

-0.273

0.339

a

a

a

Last visiting species (Elephant) b, c

-0.46

0.496

a

a

a

Last visiting species (Honey badger) b, c

-2.686

1.256

a

a

a

Cumulative digging time

-0.168

0.305

a

a

a

Time since last human visit

0.089

0.198

0.151

1

0.698

Total number social partners

-0.251

0.209

1.169

1

0.280

Average soil hardness per site

0.541

0.306

2.763

1

0.096

Deviation of soil hardness per site

0.129

0.275

0.002

1

0.961

Floral availability

0.288

0.279

1.308

1

0.253

Number of tools accumulated

0.166

0.234

1.584

1

0.208

Age (Adolescent) b, c

0.820

0.616 10.934 d

3d

0.012

Age (Infant) b, c

-1.486

0.652

Age (Juvenile) b, c

0.517

0.541

Time gap between visits * Last visiting species

-0.008

0.621

(Elephant) b, c

d

1.798 d

2d

0.407
d

Time gap between visits * Last visiting species
(Honey badger) b, c
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2.060

Chapter 1
Time gap between visits * Cumulative digging

0.181

0.132

2.143

1

0.143

time
a

Not shown as not having a meaningful interpretation.

b

Estimate +/- SE refer to the difference in response between the reported level of a

categorical predictor and the reference category of that predictor.
c

These predictors were dummy coded, with “Last visiting species (Chimpanzee)” and “Age

(Adult)” being the reference categories.
d

Values refer to the overall test of the effect of the predictor (“Last visiting species” and

“Age”, respectively), not the specific level indicated in the respective row.
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TABLE S9. Influence of environmental variables and cues left by previous visits of
competitors (both conspecific and heterospecific) on the probability of digging behavior at
bee nests by central African chimpanzees in Loango NP, Gabon; results of the reduced model
(GLMM; N = 307).
Estimate
(Intercept)

SE

χ2

df

P

a

a

a

1.529

0.434

Time gap between visits

-0.177

0.284

0.421

1

0.517

Last visiting species (Elephant) b, c

-0.452

0.498

14.381 d

2d

0.001 d

Last visiting species (Honey badger) b,

-3.422

1.238

-0.325

0.286

1.431

1

0.232

Time since last human visit

0.077

0.199

0.151

1

0.698

Total number social partners

-0.217

0.210

1.169

1

0.280

Average soil hardness per site

0.430

0.288

2.763

1

0.096

Deviation of soil hardness per site

0.014

0.279

0.002

1

0.961

Floral availability

0.315

0.269

1.308

1

0.253

Number of tools accumulated

0.277

0.228

1.584

1

0.208

Age (Adolescent) b, c

0.710

0.605

10.934 d

3d

0.012 d

-1.473

0.657

0.464

0.537

c

Cumulative digging time

Age (Infant) b, c
Age (Juvenile) b, c
a

Not shown as not having a meaningful interpretation.

b

Estimate +/- SE refer to the difference in response between the reported level of a

categorical predictor and the reference category of that predictor.
c

These predictors were dummy coded, with “Last visiting species (Chimpanzee)” and “Age
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(Adult)” being the reference categories.
d

Values refer to the overall test of the effect of the predictor (“Last visiting species” and

“Age”, respectively), not the specific level indicated in the respective row.
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FIGURE S1: Influence of rainfall on soil hardness at underground stingless bee nests in
Loango NP, Gabon; the rainfall values correspond to the mean rainfall per day calculated for
the time period elapsed between subsequent measurements of the soil hardness; the dashed
line shows the fitted values from the GLMM (N = 1344).
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FIGURE S2. Variation in soil hardness at the 29 underground stingless bee nests in Loango
NP, Gabon, over six months; crosses indicate the minimum and maximum values, whiskers
represent the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles, boxes represent the first and third quartiles and thick
horizontal lines show medians; the values below each box represent the number of
observations.
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FIGURE S3. Time interval between visits (in camera days) to underground stingless bee
nests for each predator species in Loango NP, Gabon; crosses indicate the minimum and
maximum values, whiskers represent the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles, boxes represent the first
and third quartiles and thick horizontal lines show medians; the values below each box
represent the number of observations.
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FIGURE S4. Effect of the last species to visit a stingless bee nest upon the probability of
digging behavior at that nest by central African chimpanzees; the area of each circle
represents the respective number of visits, and horizontal lines show the fitted probabilities
from the GLMM (N = 307).
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Extraction of honey from underground bee nests by central
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National Park, Gabon: Techniques and individual differences
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A detailed analysis of tool use behaviors can disclose the underlying cognitive traits of the users.
We investigated the technique used by wild chimpanzees to extract the underground nests of
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stingless bees (Meliplebeia lendliana), which represent a hard-to-reach resource given their
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differed in their action repertoire sizes and in their action sequencing patterns, as well as in their

highly undetectable location. Using remote-sensor camera trap footage, we analyzed 151 visits
to 50 different bee nests by 18 adult chimpanzees of both sexes. We quantified the degree of
complexity and flexibility of this technique by looking at the behavioral repertoire and at its
structural organization. We used Generalized Linear Mixed Models to test whether individuals
preferences of use of different behavioral elements (namely, actions, and grip types). We found
that subjects showed non-randomly organized sequences of actions and that the occurrence of
certain actions was predicted by the type of the previous action in the sequences. Subjects did
not differ in their repertoire sizes, and all used extractive actions involving tools more often than
manual digging. As for the type of grip employed, the grip involving the coordinated use of hands
and feet together was most frequently used by all subjects when perforating, and we detected
significant individual preferences in this domain. Overall, we describe a highly complex and
flexible extractive technique, and propose the existence of inter-individual variation in it. We
discuss our results in the light of the evolution of higher cognitive abilities in the human lineage.
KEYWORDS

complexity, flexibility, individual differences, tool use

1 | INTRODUCTION

of these behaviors according to the properties of the object or the
situation (Parker & Gibson, 1977). But how can we characterize these

The occurrence of habitual tool use is relatively rare but spans across

features? The repertoire size of unique functional actions and their

the animal kingdom (Shumaker, Walkup, & Beck, 2011). Based on

structural organization have been used as indices of behavioral

evidence accumulated on an increasing number of taxa, from

complexity (Byrne, Corp, & Byrne, 2001). The latter aspect is usually

invertebrates to mammals, the earlier view of tool use as a uniquely

measured as the length of the sequences of actions executed and the

human characteristic was dismissed. Applying a comparative frame-

occurrence of recurrent transitions between actions within the

work, research thus focused on investigating to what extent cognition

sequences (Byrne, 2002). Another approach assesses behavioral

is involved in these behaviors by assessing their degree of complexity

complexity by looking at the operational sequence of a technique,

and flexibility, assuming that highly complex and flexible behaviors

suggesting that complexity increases with the number of different

would be associated with higher cognitive abilities, such as the abilities

actions required to reach a goal (Sellet, 1993). This method explicitly

of action sequencing, organizing, and planning (Coolidge & Wynn,

addresses the decisions made by the subject when using a tool to reach

2001). Tool use requires the ability to relate one external object (i.e.,

a goal, allowing for the recognition of the underlying cognitive

the tool) to another (i.e., the target) to attain a goal, by integrating

requirements needed for success (i.e., mental organization; physical

actions across space and time (Matsuzawa, 2008). The extent of

and causal understanding) (Carvalho, Cunha, Sousa, & Matsuzawa,

complexity and flexibility involved is usually regarded as the degree of

2008; Hayashi, 2015; Stokes & Byrne, 2001) and it can be coupled with

variation and recombination of the underlying organizational patterns

a quantification of the transitions between actions (Tonooka, 2001).
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Another source of complexity is the extent of bimanual coordination of

honey extraction technique. We defined “technique” as the ordered

hands and feet in performing an action, since bimanual and

sequence of discrete behavioral elements (here referred to as

coordinated handling patterns are considered to be associated with

“actions”) (Byrne & Byrne, 1993) performed by one individual.

higher neurological complexity (Leca, Gunst, & Huffman, 2011). On the

Additionally, we specifically looked at the different patterns of

other hand, flexibility has been characterized as the diversity of

bimanual coordination used (here referred to as types of “grips”). First,

combinations of actions in a sequence and by the ability to apply one

we characterized the complexity and flexibility of this technique by

action to different contexts (Boesch, 2013).

looking at the behavioral repertoire size, in terms of number of unique

Another aspect to consider is the possible individual variation in a

actions and grips employed, and the frequencies of usage of different

behavior (Kappeler & Kraus, 2010). Several studies in the wild

actions and grips; we also analyzed the structural organization of this

demonstrated that individuals specialized in or preferentially used

behavior by quantifying the length of the sequences and the variety of

alternative strategies, including dietary choices, employed techniques,

transitions observed, and we tested whether actions were non-

handling patterns, or tool selection (dolphins: Mann et al. [2008]; sea

randomly organized. Then, we investigated individual differences in

otters: Tinker, Costa, Estes, & Wieringa [2007]; primates: Gruber,

technique. We tested whether subjects differed in the number of

Muller, Strimling, Wrangham, & Zuberbühler [2009]; Gumert, Kluck, &

different actions used during a visit, whether they used preferred

Malaivijitnond [2009]; Gunhold, Massen, Schiel, Souto, & Bugnyar

transitions between actions, and whether they preferred using certain

[2014]; Humle & Matsuzawa [2002]; Koops, Schöning, Isaji, Hashimoto

actions or grips over others available in their repertoire. We predicted

[2015]; Leca, Gunst, & Huffman [2007]; Luncz & Boesch [2014]). These

that all members of the community would have the same action

differences could be driven by ecological, individual (e.g., life history), or

repertoire and that the use of actions would be more likely dictated by

social factors (Reader & Laland, 2003; Sargeant, Wirsing, Heithaus, &

nest-specific environmental challenges (i.e., soil hardness) rather than

Mann, 2006; van Schaik, Fox, & Fechtman, 2003), and belong to a

by individual preferences. Therefore, we did not expect differences

specific age- or sex-class within a population (Agostini & Visalberghi,

among individuals in this domain. On the contrary, we hypothesized

2005; Boesch & Boesch, 1981; Ottoni & Mannu, 2001; Spagnoletti,

that, if alternative grips were available to perform one action, then

Visalberghi, Ottoni, Izar, & Fragaszy, 2011) or characterize certain

individuals could perform it in different ways and, thus, we predicted

individuals (Byrne & Byrne,1993; Mann & Sargeant, 2003; van de Waal,

the existence of individual differences in the grip used.

Krützen, Hula, Goudet, & Bshary, 2012).
Special emphasis has been given to the study of great apes’ object
manipulation patterns, considered as a precursor of tool use (Byrne &

2 | M E TH O D S

Suomi, 1996; Takeshita & Walraven, 1996), and tool use behaviors. In
fact, among tool-using species, chimpanzees and Sumatran orangutans

2.1 | Study site and data collection

present the richest repertoire of techniques (McGrew, 2013; van
Schaik, Ancrenaz et al., 2003), and given their phylogenetic closeness

Details on ecological parameters at our field site in Loango NP, Gabon

to humans they represent a crucial model with which to infer the

(2°04′S, 9°33′E) were described elsewhere (Head, Boesch, Makaga, &

evolution of higher cognitive abilities in our lineage (Byrne, 2007;

Robbins, 2011). The focal chimpanzee community, called Rekambo

Krützen, Willems, & van Schaik, 2011; Wynn, Hernandez-Aguilar,

(Head et al., 2013), was not fully habituated to human observers during

Marchant, & Mcgrew, 2011).

this study.

Here, we investigated the extractive techniques employed by

Video data were collected between April 2009 and March 2014.

members of one community of wild central African chimpanzees (Pan

We used remote-sensor camera traps (Sony Handycam with trail-

troglodytes troglodytes) in Loango National Park, Gabon, to extract

master 700V, Scoutguard 550, and Bushnell Trophy Cam) to monitor

honey from underground nests of stingless bees (Meliplebeia lendliana)

opportunistically found underground nests of the stingless bee

(Boesch, Head, & Robbins, 2009). Chimpanzees exploit bee nests

M. lendliana (N = 50 nests). Sony cameras recorded continuously until

across their range, employing a variety of behaviors, with or without

no movement was further detected within a 2-min interval;

tools. Such behavioral variety is likely linked to the diversified nesting

Scoutguard 550 and Bushnell Trophy Cam recorded 1-min clips, and

behaviors of the bees, which forces chimpanzees to adjust their

were re-activated as long as movement persisted. Inter-clip intervals

strategy according to a highly variable task (Boesch et al., 2009;

varied between 1 s and few minutes, due to possible malfunctioning of

McGrew, 1992; Sanz & Morgan, 2009). In the specific case of

camera re-trigger. Footage from cameras was collected every 2 weeks.

underground nests the challenge is even greater given that the nests

This non-invasive study was conducted in compliance with the

are not directly visible (the only sign of their presence being a tiny waxy

regulations of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique et

entrance tube protruding only few millimeters above ground), and that

Technique of Gabon, and adhered to the American Society of

the underground chamber (where honey and brood are contained) is

Primatologists principles for the ethical treatment of primates.

deeply interred (Boesch, 2013; Roubik, 2006). Indeed, we demon-

We defined “visits” as all instances when one or more

strated that bee nests’ structure significantly constrains chimpanzees’

chimpanzees attempted to dig out an underground bee nest, either

success (Estienne, Mundry, Kühl, & Boesch, 2017). In this study, we

by manually digging or by using tools. A visit started when a subject

focused on adult individuals under the assumption that they would

arrived at the nest and ended when he/she departed from it. If the

display the complete species- or individual-specific repertoire for this

arrival or the departure was not recorded (due to a delayed trigger of
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the camera trap), a visit comprised all the time a chimpanzee was

22 adult females, 11 adult males, and 37 immature chimpanzees (infant

recorded at the nest. A visit could comprise one or more clips recorded

or juveniles and adolescents; age classes categorized following Boesch

with intervals between them of no more than 15 min. Chimpanzees’

& Boesch-Achermann [2000]). Here, we focused on a subset of adult

behavior was coded using INTERACT 9 (Mangold, 2010). We

individuals (10 females and 8 males), for which we recorded a minimum

recognized three main phases: (1) an exploratory phase; (2) a tool

of three visits each; our sample comprised 151 individual visits

manufacture phase, comprising tool making (i.e., when the subject

(Table 2).

created a new tool) and tool modification (i.e., when the subject
modified a tool that was previously used by himself/herself or by

2.2 | General features of the technique

another chimpanzee); and (3) an extractive phase, possibly including
tool use (sensu Shumaker et al. [2011]). The overall operational

We quantified the following features: observed repertoire size of

sequence showing all coded actions is depicted in Figure 1, and all

actions and grips and their respective frequencies of usage, length of

operational definitions used for coding are in Table 1. For each action,

action sequences, and variety of transitions between two subsequent

we coded the “grip” used by the subject as one of the following,

actions in a sequence. We defined a “sequence” as any instance where

mutually exclusive types (Figure 2): “hands only,” when the subject

at least two actions occurred between the arrival and the departure of

exclusively used one or two hands; “feet only,” when the subject

an individual to and from a bee nest (or between the beginning and the

exclusively used one foot or two feet; and “both,” when the subject

end of a visit, if arrival and departure were not recorded); if gaps in the

used hands (one or two) and feet (one or two) simultaneously.

footage occurred during a visit (due to malfunctioning of camera traps;

Moreover, we coded the occurrence of a specific grip modifier, which

maximum time gap = 14.2 s), the actions before and after these gaps

we named “amplify strength,” referring to when the subject held on to

were treated as separate sequences. Since our focus was the

a support while exerting weight on the tool, thus applying a greater

extractive technique, we lumped all exploratory actions into one

force to the action. Inter-observer reliability was assessed by

category (“explore”), and we did the same for all actions involved in tool

comparing the observations coded by two raters in 18 different video

manufacturing, while we kept separate the actions involved in

clips (one per individual chimpanzee). In particular, we tested reliability

extraction (namely, manual digging and all tool use actions). The

for the number of occurrences of digging, pounding, and perforating

actions “extract,” “lick,” and “eat” were ignored in this analysis since

(Spearman’s rho = 0.7, 0.8, and 0.8, respectively), the type of grip used

they necessarily occurred only when chimpanzees successfully

during perforations (Cohen’s Kappa: κ = 0.8, N = 76, p < 0.001), and the

extracted the nest and are thus irrelevant with regard to the extractive

occurrence of “amplify strength” for each perforation (κ = 0.5, N = 76,

technique.

p < 0.001). These results show there were no problems with inter-

We used a permutation test to assess whether individuals showed

observer reliability. From footage, we individually identified a total of

preferred action patterns in the sequence of actions. Sequences

F I G UR E 1 Operational sequence performed by chimpanzees to extract honey from underground bee nests in Loango NP, Gabon. Here, we
indicated all possible actions that could occur within each phase, and arrows indicate all possible successions between different phases: upon
arrival, one individual can manufacture a tool, explore, or attempt the extraction. Each phase can be followed by any other phase; transitions
between actions that belong within the same phase are not specified here, given the high number of possible different transitions (see text
for details about variation in transitions and action sequencing)
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Ethogram used for coding the behavior performed during attempted extractions of underground honey by chimpanzees in Loango NP,

Gabon
Phase

Action

Operational definition

Exploration

Inspecta

Subject inserts the hand into the hole without removing anything (e.g., ground, honey, leftovers, dirt)

Smell

Tool
manufacture

Extraction

a

Subject brings an object (finger or stick or tool) to the nose

Scratcha

Subject scratches the ground or the hole with hand or finger but no ground or dirt is evidently removed

Listen

Subject directs the head towards the ground and moves it from side to side

Breaka

Subject creates a new tool by detaching an object (e.g., branch or sapling) from a substrate (e.g., tree or
ground)

Strip barka

Subject removes the bark from a sapling or tool

Remove side
branchesa

Subject removes leaves or side branches from a sapling or tool

Cut offa

Subject cuts one of the end of a sapling or tool in a sharp way

Diga,b

Subject removes ground or dirt from the hole or from around the entrance tube of the bee nest
a,b

Pound

Subject strikes a tool against the ground repeatedly

Perforatea
Turn end

a

Rotatea

Subject inserts a tool into the ground and applies a pressure so that it penetrates into the ground
Subject turns a tool upside-down
Subject keeps a tool inserted into the ground and moves it in circles or from side to side

a

Level side

Subject keeps a tool inserted into the ground and applies lateral pressure on it

Extracta

Subject inserts a hand into the hole and extracts honey

Eat

a,b

Licka

Subject chews honeycombs or honey extracted from the nest
Subject licks honey from hand or tool

Actions for which the “grip” was specified, as one of the following categories: “hands only,” “feet only,” or “both”.
Actions coded as “bouts,” defined as continuous periods of time during which the subject acted accordingly; a bout ended when the subject either stopped
for >2 s, dropped the tool or changed grip or body posture (Humle & Matsuzawa, 2009; Sousa, Biro, & Matsuzawa, 2009).

a

b

comprised exploration, tool manufacturing, digging, and tool use (i.e.,

for one or more types of extractive actions or grip types if there was a

pounding and perforating). For each individual, we first made a

significant difference in the frequencies of usage among all types of

transition matrix detailing the frequency of each transition between

actions or grips (e.g., if one individual used more often “pound” and

two specific sequential actions (i.e., the rows corresponded to the first

“perforate” over “dig” then this individual had a preference for the

action type, the columns to the second action type, and each entry was

former two actions).

the observed frequency of a transition between the first and second

In model 1, we tested the effects of sex, soil hardness at nest site

action types). Next, we ran a Χ2 test on the transition matrix, in effect

at the time of the visit and the random slopes of “phase type” and “soil

testing whether the observed transitions occurred randomly. Then, we

hardness” within “subject” on the number of different actions used

ran Χ2 tests on transition matrices obtained from randomized

during a visit by fitting a Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM,

sequences (randomization without replacement, within each se-

Baayen [2008]; N = 327, each data point corresponds to the number of

quence; N = 1000 permutations, one of which was the observed

different actions used, per phase, by the subject in a visit) with Poisson

data; R-function provided by R. Mundry). We finally compared the Χ2

error structure and log link function (McCullagh & Nelder, 1996). Soil

value calculated from the observed transition matrix with the Χ2 values

hardness, expressed as centimeters of penetration of a stick into the

calculated from all randomized transition matrices. The p value was

soil, was obtained for each nest site at the time of each visit from a

taken to be the proportion of randomizations revealing a Χ2 at least as

predictive model based on repeated measures taken at 29 nests (see

large as that of the observed sequences. We conducted this test twice

Estienne et al. [2017] for details about the implementation of this

per subject, once randomizing the sequences including repetitions of

predictive model). We controlled for “phase type” (three levels:

the same actions and once while keeping the number of repetitions

exploration, extraction, and tool manufacture), and for the cumulative

constant throughout all permutations (i.e., testing only transitions

digging time at the nest prior to the visit (see Estienne et al. [2017] for

between different actions).

how this variable was calculated). We included the random effects of
nest site (37 levels), subject (18 levels), and visit identity nested in
subject (accounting for the non-independence of actions performed

2.3 | Individual preferences

during the same visit by one or more subjects; 109 levels), and all other

We tested whether individuals differed in their action repertoire sizes

necessary random slopes (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013), namely

across phases (model 1), in their action sequencing (models 2a–d), and

“cumulative digging time” within “subject” and “phase type” within

in their preference for using different extractive actions (model 3) or

“nest site.” Finally, we included the total number of actions performed

grips (models 4a,b). We defined an individual as having a preference

during a visit as an offset term.
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F I G UR E 2 Snapshots captured from camera trap footage illustrating two examples for each of the three different grip types used by
chimpanzees in Loango NP (see main text for detailed description of each): (a) “hands only”; (b) “both”; and (c) “feet only.” In addition, the
occurrence of the grip modifier “amplify strength” is visible in b (left) and c (both pictures)

action and “transition number” within “nest site,” and “previous

In models 2a,d, we tested the effect of previous action on the

action” and “transition number” within “visit identity”.

likelihood for a certain action to occur in the sequence (e.g., the
likelihood of an action to be “pound” could be higher when

Finally, we used two GLMMs (both with Poisson error structure

the previous action was “dig”) as well as individual preferences for

and log link function) to investigate the factors affecting the use of

specific transitions. We fitted four GLMMs with binomial error

different actions and grips (models 3 and 4). In model 3, we focused on

structure and logit link function (N = 1684 transitions). The

the three most commonly used extractive actions (i.e., digging,

response variables were whether or not an action was pounding,

pounding, and perforating; N = 294). We tested the effects of soil

perforating, digging, and exploring (models 2a–d, respectively); we

hardness, type of action (three levels) and the random slopes of

ignored the actions “level side” and “rotate” because of being too

“action” and “soil hardness” within “subject” on the number of times an

rare in our sample (N = 5 and 6, respectively), while “turn end” was

action was performed during a visit. We controlled for the sex of the

ignored because it was more likely related to the ongoing wear of

subject and for the cumulative digging time at the nest prior to the visit.

the used tool rather than to a functional need to reach the nest.

We included the random effects of nest site (34 levels), subject (18

We tested the effect of the immediate previous action (pounding,

levels), and visit identity (nested in subject; 98 levels), and the

perforating, digging, or exploring) and the random slopes of

additional random slopes of “cumulative digging time” within “subject”

“previous action” and “soil hardness” within “subject.” We

and “nest,” as well the random slope of “action” within “visit.” We also

controlled for sex of the subject, transition number (accounting

included the duration of the extraction (calculated as the total duration

for when, within a sequence, a transition occurred) and soil

of digging and tool use during a visit) as an offset term.

hardness at nest site at the time of the visit. We also included as

For the grips (models 4a,b) we focused on perforations, as this

random effects nest site (46 levels), subject (18 levels), and visit

action was the one where most of the variability in the use of the

identity (nested in subject; 124 levels) and the following additional

modifier “amplify strength” occurred. In one model (model 4a;

random slopes: “transition number” within “subject,” “previous

N = 357), we tested the effects of soil hardness, grip type (three
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TABLE 2

Extraction of underground honey in Loango chimpanzees; for each individual are listed sex, number of visits to bee nests, number of
successful extractions, number of different nests visited, total duration (in minutes) of recorded time, tool use and digging behaviors, number of
different actions used (that is, the action repertoire size), number of recorded tool manufacture instances, average, and range of number of visits
recorded per nest
Duration (min)

N visits/nest

Subject
ID

Sex

N tot visits
(successes)

N visited
nests

Visit

Tool
use

Dig

N different
actions

N tool
manufacture

Mean

Range

ARO

F

4 (0)

3

4.77

1.38

0.00

8

8

1.33

1–2

CHY

F

4 (2)

4

16.57

2.66

0.57

10

6

1.00

1–1

EMM

F

16 (0)

9

36.13

13.67

3.33

12

21

1.78

1–5

IDA

F

11 (2)

10

29.29

6.77

1.28

11

19

1.10

1–2

IKO

F

14 (1)

10

28.88

10.81

2.28

13

14

1.40

1–3

LOL

F

17 (0)

10

14.40

5.41

0.95

10

5

1.70

1–4

ONO

F

4 (0)

3

1.17

0.49

0.00

6

0

1.33

1–2

PEM

F

3 (1)

3

9.07

3.75

0.67

9

5

1.00

1–1

SUZ

F

5 (0)

4

12.38

3.00

1.37

7

2

1.25

1–2

VER

F

4 (1)

3

8.91

2.08

0.38

9

3

1.33

1–2

CHE

M

14 (2)

9

33.06

9.41

2.67

12

16

1.56

1–3

CHI

M

7 (1)

5

12.67

2.74

0.64

12

12

1.40

1–3

CHU

M

5 (1)

4

9.95

1.22

0.87

10

4

1.25

1–2

EBA

M

7 (2)

7

26.71

1.15

2.41

10

10

1.00

1–1

EMI

M

7 (0)

7

7.65

3.66

0.17

8

8

1.00

1–1

JAC

M

4 (0)

3

6.67

1.39

0.17

9

6

1.33

1–2

OBO

M

8 (0)

6

13.80

3.38

0.25

10

11

1.33

1–3

SHA

M

17 (0)

12

24.36

7.60

2.44

13

29

1.42

1–3

levels: “hands only,” “feet only,” “both”) and the random slopes of “grip

concluded that collinearity among predictors was not an issue (max.

type” and “soil hardness” within “subject” on the number of times a grip

VIF = 1.151). For Poisson models, overdispersion was not detected in

was used. We controlled for sex of the subject and included the

any of the models (models 1, 3, 4a, and 4b: dispersion parame-

random effects of nest site (45 levels), subject (18 levels), and visit

ters = 0.78, 0.85, 0.38, 0.66, respectively). Model stability was

identity (nested in subject; 119 levels). We included the additional

assessed by comparing the estimates derived from a model based

random slopes of “soil hardness” and “grip” within “nest” as well as

on all data with those obtained from models based on subsets obtained

“sex” within “nest.” We tested the effects of the same predictors listed

by excluding levels of the random effects one at a time and no issues

above on the number of times “amplify strength” occurred for each

were found. In all cases, we tested the significance of the test

grip type used while perforating (model 4b; N = 238). In this model, the

predictors (Forstmeier & Schielzeth, 2011) by comparing the full model

variable “grip” comprised only two levels (“hands only” and “both”),

with a null model comprising only the control predictors and the offset

since when using “feet only” subjects must necessarily hold a support

term (if present) using a likelihood ratio test (function anova with

on which they exert force while perforating. We controlled for sex of

argument test set to “Chisq”). All covariates were z-transformed, and

the subject and included the same random effects and random slopes

the offset terms were log-transformed before fitting the models.

as above. Finally, we included the total number of times each grip was
used as an offset term.

3 | RE SULTS
2.4 | Model implementation
3.1 | General features

All analyses were conducted in R (version 3.1.0) (R Core Team, 2014)
and GLMMs were fitted using the function glmer of the package lme4

Overall, we identified 14 distinct actions occurring in the repertoire of

(Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). Correlations between

our subjects. All individuals performed the exploratory actions

random slopes and random intercepts were not included to avoid

“scratch” and “smell”; manual inspection was performed by seven

overly complex models, and since omitting them does not increase the

females and four males, whereas “listen” was observed in only two

risk of type I error (Barr et al., 2013). We inspected Variance Inflation

females. All subjects but one female manufactured tools: in particular,

Factors (VIF) (Field, 2005) derived using the function vif of the package

the action “cut off” was used by all tool manufacturers; whereas

car, based on standard linear models excluding the random effects, and

“break” was used by seven females and seven males, “remove side
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branches” was used by five females and seven males, and “strip bark”

effect of “previous action”: Χ2 = 19.524, df = 3, p < 0.001; Table S3).

was used by five females and five males. During the extractive phase,

Digging was more likely to be preceded by digging than by any other

only two males and one female exhibited the complete action

action (model 2c; full vs. null model: Χ2 = 25.361, df = 8, p = 0.001;

repertoire, while most of the subjects used only four different actions.

effect of “previous action”: Χ2 = 24.199, df = 3, p < 0.001; Table S3).

In particular, all subjects performed “perforate” and “pound,” whereas

Finally, exploring was most likely to occur after perforation (model 2d;

“level side” and “rotate” were rare (the first used only by two females

full vs. null model: Χ2 = 34.438, df = 8, p < 0.001; effect of “previous

and two males, the latter used by one female and three males); two

action”: Χ2 = 20.018, df = 3, p < 0.001; Table S3). Nevertheless, the

females were never observed digging with hands (although their

effects of previous action and soil hardness were consistent across

sample is relatively small). Overall, the average number of different

individuals (results of the tests for the random slopes for models 2a–d

exploratory actions used by females was comparable to that used by

are summarized in Table S4).

males (range of averages for females: 1.00–2.00 different actions;

In terms of frequencies of usage of extractive actions, all

range for males: 0.86–1.71); the same applied for the tool

individuals used on average the actions “perforate” and “pound”

manufacturing phase (range for females: 0.00–1.67; range for male:

more often than “dig” (model 3; full vs. null model: Χ2 = 93.636, df = 8,

0.60–1.57). Nevertheless, females performed on average a slightly

p < 0.001; effect of “action”: Χ2 = 72.671, df = 2, p < 0.001; Table S5).

lower number of different actions in the extractive phase as compared

Soil hardness had no significant effect. Subjects did not significantly

to males (range for females: 1.25–3.00; range for male: 2.14–3.00).

differ in their relative frequency of use of different actions (Table S5;

When perforating, all individuals used the grip types “both” and

Figure S1), and this result held for soil hardness, as well (Table S5). We

“hands only,” whereas only three subjects (two females and one male)

also found significant differences in the frequencies of usage of grips

used “feet only,” and one individual used it with comparatively higher

during perforations (model 4a; full vs. null model: Χ2 = 124.244, df = 7,

frequency than others (10 out of 14 total observations belonged to

p < 0.001). In particular, all individuals used the grip “both” on average

PEM; Figure 3). The longest observed sequence included 280 actions.

more often than any of the other two grip types (effect of “grip”:

For successful visits, the number of actions ranged between 3 and 186.

Χ2 = 47.755, df = 2, p < 0.001; Table S6), whereas the grip “feet only”

Overall, we observed 109 different transitions between actions.

was generally strongly avoided (Figure 3). Moreover, subjects

The permutation test including sequences with repetitions

significantly differed in their preference for using different grips

showed that ten individuals (six females and four males) used non-

(test for the random slope of “grip” within subject: Χ2 = 25.514, df = 2,

random sequences of actions (range p: 0.001–0.055); when analyzing

p < 0.001) whereas soil hardness did not significantly affect the

sequences that disregarded repetitions, these results held for five

response and this was consistent across individuals (Table S6).

females and two males (range p: 0.001–0.037). Individuals that used

Regarding the usage of the modifier “amplify strength,” we found

sequences significantly different from random showed a more

that all individuals used it more often when perforating using only

consistent use of specific transitions as compared to individuals for

hands as compared to when using hands and feet simultaneously

whose observed sequences did not significantly differ from random-

(model 4b; full vs. null model: Χ2 = 19.654, df = 5, p = 0.001; predictor

ized sequences. These specific transitions were those between

variable “grip”: estimate ± SE = 0.637 ± 0.104; Χ2 = 17.568, df = 1,

exploratory actions and one of the three most common extractive

p < 0.001; Table S7). However, no differences among individuals

actions (“pound,” “perforate,” or “dig”; Figures 4 and 5; see Table S1 for

were found with regard to the effects of grip or soil hardness, nor was

the results of the permutation test).

there an effect of soil hardness in general (Table S7).

3.2 | Individual preferences

4 | DISCUSSION

The action repertoire size employed during a visit was significantly
affected by soil hardness (model 1; full vs. null model: Χ2 = 65.874,

Our analyses revealed that the extraction of underground honey as

df = 7, p < 0.001; Tables S2), with individuals using a bigger action

performed by chimpanzees in Loango NP involved a high number of

repertoire when the soil was harder (estimate ± SE: −0.168 ± 0.064;

distinct functional elements, sorted in long sequences that included a

Χ2 = 5.779, df = 1, p = 0.016). We also found a trend for the effect of

large variety of combinations of actions. Despite such potential

sex, with males performing more different actions than females

diversity in action sequencing, some of the individuals in our sample

(estimate ± SE: 0.256 ± 0.140; Χ = 3.268, df = 1, p = 0.071). Neither

showed non-randomly organized sequences; whereas the lack of

the effect of phase nor the effect of soil hardness differed significantly

significant results for other individuals is likely linked to a limited

among individuals (Tables S2). Our models showed that, in a sequence,

number of observations. In particular, we found that all subjects

the occurrence of specific actions was significantly affected by the

recurrently switched between the exploratory and the extractive

type of the action immediately preceding them (Figure 6). In particular,

phases. As predicted, individuals did not differ in their relative

pounding was more likely to occur after exploration and digging (model

repertoire sizes across phases, or in how they sequenced extractive

2a; full vs. null model: Χ2 = 35.834, df = 8, p < 0.001; effect of “previous

actions and exploration, indicating that these features were a shared,

action”: Χ2 = 23.235, df = 3, p < 0.001; Table S3). The occurrence of

necessary component of this technique. Interestingly, the action

pounding, in turn, significantly increased the probability of perforating

repertoire used during a visit was affected by local conditions: as

to occur (model 2b; full vs. null model: Χ2 = 26.490, df = 8, p = 0.001;

penetration into the soil became easier, chimpanzees used a less

2
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F I G UR E 3 Individual variation in the percentage of times different grips (with or without the occurrence of the modifier “amplify strength”)
were used by chimpanzees in Loango NP when perforating in order to extract underground honey; subjects are listed on the left side of the
plot, and sorted by sex (males indicated in bold); on the right, we report the number of perforations and the number of visits considered,
respectively

diverse repertoire. Males tended to use a more varied repertoire than

preferences in this domain. In particular, the grip “feet only” was used

females. This seemed to contradict the general view that female

by only three individuals, and most consistently by one of them (PEM).

chimpanzees would be more skilled tool users (Boesch & Boesch,

Interestingly, environmental conditions (i.e., soil hardness) had the

1981; Gruber, Clay, & Zuberbühler, 2010). Our data showed that

same effect on the behavior of all individuals, strengthening the view

action repertoire sizes were comparable between males and females

that our results reflected individual idiosyncrasies.

for the exploratory and tool manufacturing phases, but males used, on

The extraction of underground bee nests has been reported for

average, a greater number of different actions in the extractive phase.

chimpanzees across their range, but all data derived from indirect

In particular, more males than females used the actions “level side” and

evidence (P. t. troglodytes: Deblauwe [2006]; Fay & Carroll [1994];

“rotate.” This could be due to the fact that males, having a bigger body

Hicks, Fouts, & Fouts [2005]; P.t. vellerosus: Fowler & Sommer [2007];

size than females, needed to enlarge the holes more in order to insert

P.t. schweinfurthii: Kajobe & Roubik [2006]; McLennan [2011];

their hands and reach the bee nests. Alternatively, in line with previous

Yamagiwa, Yumoto, Ndunda, & Maruhashi [1988]). Thus, a direct

findings, females could be seen as being better tool users as compared

comparison of behavioral repertoires for this technique is impossible.

to males: that is, they would need a less variable technique to obtain

Nevertheless, our results suggested a remarkable degree of complex-

results comparable to those achieved by males. In fact, contrary to

ity and flexibility for this technique as compared to other tool use

what has been found in other tool use techniques (i.e., nut cracking;

techniques reported for wild chimpanzees. In fact, the action

Boesch & Boesch [1981]) the number of successes was comparable

repertoire size of underground honey extraction exceeded the ones

between sexes (Table 2). This suggests that neither physical strength

described for both termite and honey gathering techniques in

nor other sexually dimorphic characters affected success, although our

Goualougo, considered as the most complex tool use techniques

small sample of successes precluded statistical testing.

among those used by chimpanzees there (Table 3). This holds true

Additionally, individuals did not differ in their relative use of

even when comparing only the number of strictly extractive actions

different types of actions, but we found a general preference to use

considered in our study (five in total) with the number of extractive

tool-aided extractive actions (i.e., perforating and pounding) rather

actions reported for Goualougo (two and three for termite and honey

than manual digging, supporting the idea that tools would aid

gathering respectively), excluding thus the actions involved in

chimpanzees in their proficiency in digging out the underground bee

exploratory behaviors, tool manufacturing, and resource consumption,

nests (Estienne et al., 2017). On the contrary, while the grip involving

which can be accounted for in different ways depending on the degree

hands and feet together was the most frequently used by all subjects

of detail of the study. The repertoire size described in our study is also

during perforations, we also found that individuals differed in their

larger than the ones reported for nut cracking and leaf sponging
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F I G UR E 4 Three examples of the sequences of actions to extract underground bee nests by chimpanzees in Loango NP: actions are listed
on the right side of the plot, with the name of the subject attempting the extraction; the line shows the sequence of actions; the top most
plot represents a successful extraction after performing ca. 180 actions, whereas the other two (middle and bottom) were unsuccessful
attempts. Notice the recurrent transitions between one of the exploratory actions (in particular, “smell”) and the extractive actions (in
particular, “dig,” “perforate,” or “pound”)

(Table 3). Significantly larger repertoires were recorded only for food

populations of central African chimpanzees (Congo and Central

processing techniques of wild mountain gorillas (Byrne & Byrne, 1993),

African Republic: Bermejo & Illera [1999]; Suzuki, Kuroda, &

counting 20 distinct actions. This number increases to include

Nishihara [1995]; Cameroon: Deblauwe, Guislain, Dupain, & van

hundreds of different elements when the definition used to

Elsacker [2006]; Muroyama [1991]; Equatorial Guinea: Sabater Pí

characterize unique elements accounts for the precise grip and fingers

[1974]; Gabon: McGrew & Rogers [1983]), and our observations

used while performing an action (222 elements for thistle processing,

support that perforation could be a distinctive element of the

78 for gallium, and nettle leaves; Byrne et al. [2001]).

repertoire of this subspecies (Sanz et al., 2004). Nevertheless, the

The technique investigated here also exhibited a higher degree

function of the same action seemed to differ according to the

of flexibility as compared to other tool use techniques, as shown by

nature of the resource: termite nests are more widely dispersed

the variety of possible transitions between actions (Table 3). Again,

underground, thus chimpanzees need to create an access point

greater flexibility was described only for gorillas’ food processing

from which to fish the insects; on the contrary, underground

techniques (256 action sequencing patterns for thistle processing;

stingless bee nests are more circumscribed, requiring a different

Byrne et al. [2001]). Our study also highlights chimpanzees’

strategy to access them. Similarly, the flexible use of the same

behavioral flexibility, denoted as the ability to use similar strategies

action across contexts can be discussed for “pounding,” described

across different contexts presenting analogous challenges, which is

as a widespread behavior for honey extraction in central African

considered an index of understanding of causal relationship

chimpanzees. In our study this action seemed to act as a way to

between different external objects (Boesch, 2013). In particular,

smooth the earth within the hole and enlarge it, rather than directly

the extraction of underground bee nests presents some striking

access the hive (Sanz & Morgan 2009); it resembles more the

similarities with termite gathering at subterranean nests rather

pounding used by capuchins to enlarge cavities when trying to

than other honey gathering techniques. In fact, the puncturing

reach small prey (Falótico & Ottoni, 2016).

behavior reported from the Goualougo Triangle (Sanz, Morgan, &

An additional feature increasing the level of complexity and

Gulick, 2004) resembled the perforating behavior in Loango NP.

flexibility shown by this behavior is that one action could be performed

Puncturing sticks (also called perforating or digging sticks) were

with different grips, also involving the simultaneous use of hands and

reported in the context of termite consumption for other

feet. Such a coordinated grip used when perforating resembled the
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F I G UR E 5 Examples of transitions occurring during attempts to extract underground honey by chimpanzees in Loango NP; in particular, the
figure depicts the transitions of one female (top left; EMM) and one male (top right; CHE) showing significant non-random sequences, and of
one female (bottom left; PEM) and one male (bottom right; CHI) showing sequences that are not significantly different from random
sequences (see results of the permutation test in Table S1); lines represent transitions between two actions, while the line thickness
represents the number of occurrences for each transition (total N of transitions per subject = 395, 316, 98, and 109 for EMM, CHE, PEM, and
CHI, respectively); the actions in the figure are coded as follows: DG = dig, EX = explore, LS = level side, MF = tool manufacture, PD = pound,
PF = perforate, RT = rotate, TE = turn end. Individuals that performed sequences different from random (EMM and CHE) used more
consistently transitions between exploratory actions (EX) and extractive actions (DG, PF, and PF) as compared to individuals whose sequences
did not different from random (PEM and CHI)

one previously described for the perforation of termite mounds (Sanz

used for leaf processing in gorillas (Byrne & Byrne, 1993), it seems that,

et al., 2004). It was proposed that this type of grip could increase the

when different but equally effective options are available in the

force of the action, and this would explain why, in our study, all

repertoire, then individuals do exert a choice.

subjects seemed to prefer such a grip as compared to the others. We

The assessment of the degree of complexity and flexibility

also observed the occurrence of the grip modifier “amplify strength,”

expressed in a tool use behavior could give insight into the

which could further increase the strength applied to the tool.

evolution of key cognitive abilities in the human lineage (Ardila,

Moreover, since we found that individuals differed in their grip

2008), such as the ability to organize goal-directed sequences of

preference, the use of this modifier could serve as an alternative

actions, possibly for a delayed reward (Coolidge & Wynn, 2001).

strategy to increase the force of the action when a grip different than

We found evidence for the ability of chimpanzees to deliberately

the coordinated use of hands and feet was preferred. Since individuals

organize their actions to extract the underground bee nests, as

did not obviously differ in the use of the grip modifier, this seemed to

showed by the fact that the sequences they performed were

be a common strategy in this community. As found for the techniques

neither strictly determined nor random (Gadbois, Sievert, Reeve,
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F I G UR E 6 Effect of the type of action preceding pounding (a), perforating (b), digging (c), and exploring (d) on the probability of each of
these actions to occur in the sequence, during an attempt to extract underground bee nests by chimpanzees in Longo NP; the area of each
circle represents the frequency of occurrence of a certain action to occur in the sequence, and horizontal lines show the fitted probabilities
from the GLMM (models 2a,d; N = 1842 in all models)

Harrington, & Fentress, 2015). The ability to sequentially organize

mediating the flow of information needed to locate the nest

different behavioral elements has been already described for

chamber (St Amant & Horton, 2008).

termite fishing and honey gathering (Sanz & Morgan, 2010, 2011).

Overall, our results showed that wild chimpanzees used a

Nevertheless, the technique that we investigated is particularly

complex technique to extract an out-of-sight resource, showing

interesting given the structure of the targeted bee nests. In fact,

evidence of action organization coupled with the ability to flexibly

the apes had to reach a resource that they cannot directly perceive

adjust their behavior depending on local circumstances. Our study

given that the only cue they can use to detect the presence of a

adds evidence that the exploitation of insects and their products

bee nest is the protruding wax tube (but this is not indicative of the

would have had a relevant role in the evolution of technological

actual nest’s location) (Boesch, 2013). Furthermore, reaching the

abilities and associated cognitive traits during human evolution

bee nests can potentially require a prolonged effort, as showed by

(McGrew, 2014; Sutton, 1995). Moreover, our study reinforces the

the high number of actions performed during the visits to the

call for including the nature of the task and the environment in the

nests. Solving problems encompassing high spatio-temporal

analysis of a tool use behavior (Mangalam & Fragaszy, 2016) and

distance between their perception and their solution has been

highlights the occurrence of significant inter-individual differences

proposed to underlie higher cognitive abilities (Haidle, 2010). Our

in the tool use domain, as recent studies have pointed out (Gruber,

data showed that chimpanzees consistently explored following

2016; Massen, Antnides, Arnold, Bionda, & Koski, 2013). This aspect

perforations, mostly by smelling the same tool previously used

has been increasingly recognized as having potentially relevant

(86% of the exploratory cases), supporting the hypothesis that the

implications in shaping ecological and evolutionary processes

tube served as an indirect index for tracking the hidden resource

(Bolnick et al., 2003; Meulman, Seed, & Mann, 2013), and our

(Boesch, 2013). Therefore, in this technique, the use of tools would

results add to the growing body of evidence that suggests

aid chimpanzees not only in the physical domain, but also by

considering this dimension in the analysis of behavioral traits.
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Comparison of repertoire sizes and variability in action sequencing occurring in different tool use techniques used by chimpanzees

Technique

Action repertoire
size (N fundamental
actions)
a

N different transitions

Field site

Reference

Underground honey
extraction

14

3 (explore–pound–perforate)

Loango

this study

Arboreal honey gathering

13 (5)a,b

3 (pound-hive inspection-honey
gathering)

Goualougo
triangle

Sanz and Morgan (2010)

Leaf sponging

4 (3)a,b

2 (insert-suck)

Goualougo
triangle

Sanz and Morgan (2010)

2 [+4a]

NA

Bossou

Sousa et al. (2009)

4 [+3a]

2 (suck-take out)

Bossou

Tonooka (2001)

Nut cracking

Termite fishing
(elevated nests)

Termite fishing
(subterranean nests)

4

b

3 (collect nuts-crack-eat)

Taï

Boesch and Boesch (1982)

21 (5)b

NA

Bossou

Inoue-Nakamura and
Matsuzawa (1997)

3

NA

Mahale

Nishida and Hiraiwa (1982)

8 (5)a,b

2 (strengthen brush-insert probe)

Goualougo
triangle

Sanz and Morgan (2010)

9 (7)a,b

3 (strengthen brush-insert
probe-gather termites)

Goualougo
triangle

Sanz and Morgan (2010)

a

Including tool manufacture.
Including resource consumption.

b
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Table S1: Results of the permutation test used to assess if individuals showed preferred action

13

patterns when attempting to extract honey from underground bee nests; males are indicated in

14

bold and the sample size represents the total number of transitions per subject. P values represent

15

the proportion of randomizations revealing a Χ2 at least as large as that of the observed

16

sequences; significant P values indicate that, for a certain individual, the observed sequences are

17

significantly different from his/her randomized sequences. This test was conducted twice, one

18

time considering sequences where transitions between two identical actions were allowed, and a

19

second time, where such repetitions were ignored.

Subject ID

Test statistic
Χ2

Randomizations

Randomizations

regarding repetitions

disregarding repetitions

P

N

P

N

ARO

24.388

0.350

39

0.527

27

CHY

77.126

0.003

90

0.499

70

EMM

163.068

0.002

395

0.001

287

IDA

165.137

0.001

171

0.001

131

IKO

183.170

0.001

335

0.001

265

LOL

65.367

0.010

146

0.008

124

ONO

6.174

0.187

19

0.401

7

PEM

35.443

0.264

98

0.077

73

SUZ

29.249

0.126

68

0.063

53

VER

54.353

0.002

50

0.001

38

CHE

85.805

0.018

316

0.267

225

CHI

57.742

0.138

109

0.308

91
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CHU

54.079

0.002

47

0.002

39

EBA

61.641

0.034

55

0.139

28

EMI

26.216

0.240

63

0.317

50

JAC

28.986

0.225

38

0.471

27

OBO

25.357

0.753

70

0.818

52

SHA

95.332

0.055

238

0.037

194

20
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22

Table S2: Results of the model testing the influence of soil hardness, sex, subject and visit

23

identity on the repertoire size used during each phase of a visit to an underground stingless bee

24

nests (model 1, GLMM; N= 327; each data point corresponds to the repertoire size observed for

25

each phase during a visit, for each subject).
Estimate

SE

χ2

P

df

-2.381

0.121

a

a

a

0.657

0.109

47.266

2

<0.001

Phase (tool manufacture) b

-0.446

0.143

Soil hardness c

-0.168

0.064

5.779

1

0.016

Sex (male) d

0.256

0.140

3.268

1

0.071

Cumulative digging time e

0.010

0.063

0.024

1

0.877

(Intercept)
Phase (extract) b

a

Not shown because of no meaningful interpretation.

b

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (explore).
c

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Mean and standard

deviation of the untransformed variable were 16.5 and 32.1 (cm), respectively.
d

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (female).
e

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Mean and standard

deviation of the untransformed variable were 12.9 and 46.8 (sec) respectively.
Test for the random slope of “Phase type” within “Subject”: Χ2= 0.223, df= 2, P= 0.895
Test for the random slope of “Soil hardness” within “Subject”: Χ2= 0, df= 1, P= 1
26
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28

Table S3: Results of the models testing the influence of the immediately previous action on the

29

probability of occurrence of pounding, perforating, digging and exploring in the sequence (model

30

2a-d respectively, GLMM; N= 1684 transitions for all models).
Response variable [Model]

Estimate

SE

χ2

P

df

Pounding (yes/no) [Model 2a]
-0.558

0.243

a

a

a

0.239

0.244

23.235

3

<0.001

Previous action (perforate) b

-0.610

0.219

Previous action (pound) b

-1.400

0.286

0.139

0.126

1.062

1

0.303

Sex (male) d

-0.369

0.273

1.530

1

0.216

Transition number e

-0.007

0.084

0.006

1

0.937

(Intercept)

-1.051

0.213

a

a

a

Previous action (explore) b

-0.224

0.263

19.524

3

<0.001

Previous action (perforate) b

-0.027

0.206

1.117

0.240

-0.103

0.146

0.475

1

0.491

Sex (male) d

0.292

0.185

2.136

1

0.144

Transition number e

0.043

0.082

0.254

1

0.614

-2.006

0.333

a

a

a

(Intercept)
Previous action (explore) b

Soil hardness c

Perforating (yes/no) [Model 2b]

Previous action (pound) b
Soil hardness c

Digging (yes/no) [Model 2c]
(Intercept)
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Previous action (explore) b

-1.079

0.501

Previous action (perforate) b

-2.713

0.905

Previous action (pound) b

-0.833

0.367

Soil hardness c

-0.422

Sex (male) d
Transition number e

24.199

3

<0.001

0.267

2.805

1

0.094

0.347

0.306

1.181

1

0.277

0.055

0.105

0.275

1

0.600

-1.891

0.245

a

a

a

Previous action (explore) b

0.371

0.294

20.018

3

<0.001

Previous action (perforate) b

1.425

0.283

Previous action (pound) b

0.394

0.289

Soil hardness c

-0.001

0.092

0.000

1

0.996

Sex (male) d

-0.170

0.200

0.694

1

0.405

Transition number e

-0.186

0.107

2.652

1

0.103

Exploring (yes/no) [Model 2d]
(Intercept)

a

Not shown because of no meaningful interpretation.

b

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (dig).
c

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Mean and standard deviation

of the untransformed variable were 23 and 42.8 (cm), respectively.
d

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (female).
e

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Mean and standard deviation

of the untransformed variable were 42.1 and 59.4 respectively.
31
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33

Table S4: Results of the tests for individual differences in the probability of occurrence of

34

pounding, perforating, digging and exploring in the sequences (models 2a-d); likelihood ratio

35

tests comparing each full model with the respective reduced model lacking exclusively the

36

random slope indicated in the table (GLMMs; N= 1684 transitions for all models).
Model

Random slope

χ2

2a

“Previous action” within “Subject”

0.791

3

0.852

“Soil hardness” within “Subject”

0.003

1

0.955

“Previous action” within “Subject”

1.255

3

0.740

“Soil hardness” within “Subject”

2.184

1

0.139

“Previous action” within “Subject”

2.519

3

0.472

0

1

1

“Previous action” within “Subject”

2.352

3

0.503

“Soil hardness” within “Subject”

0.001

1

0.969

2b

2c

“Soil hardness” within “Subject”
2d

37
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Table S5: Results of the model testing the effect of action type and soil hardness on the

40

frequency of usage of different actions by chimpanzees when attempting to extract honey from

41

underground bee nests in Loango NP (model 3, GLMM; N= 294; each data point corresponds to

42

the number of times a given action type was used by the subject in a visit).
Estimate

SE

χ2

P

df

(Intercept)

0.971

0.083

a

a

a

Action (perforate) b

1.248

0.102

72.671

2

<0.001

Action (pound) b

0.869

0.133

-0.054

0.033

2.220

1

0.136

Sex (male) d

0.027

0.089

0.064

1

0.800

Cumulative digging time e

0.016

0.057

0.073

1

0.788

Soil hardness c

a

Not shown because of no meaningful interpretation.

b

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (dig).
c

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Mean and standard deviation

of the untransformed variable were 17.1 and 33.8 (cm), respectively.
d

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (female).
e

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Mean and standard deviation

of the untransformed variable were 13.6 and 48.9 (sec) respectively.
Test for the random slope of “Action” within “Subject”: Χ2= 0.444, df= 2, P= 0.800
Test for the random slope of “Soil hardness” within “Subject”: Χ2< 0.001, df= 1, P= 0.999
43
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Table S6: Results of the model testing the effect of soil hardness and grip type on the frequency

46

of usage of each grip type used for perforating by chimpanzees in Loango NP, when attempting

47

to extract honey from underground bee nests (model 4a, GLMM; N= 357; each data point

48

corresponds to the number of times a given grip type was used by the subject in a visit).
Estimate

SE

χ2

P

df

0.840

0.151

a

a

a

Grip (feet only) b

-9.140

3.181

47.755

2

<0.001

Grip (hands only) b

-0.841

0.199

0.130

0.132

0.924

1

0.337

-0.460

0.212

4.164

1

0.041

(Intercept)

Soil hardness c
Sex (male) d
a

Not shown because of no meaningful interpretation.

b

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (both).
c

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Mean and standard deviation

of the untransformed variable were 16.9 and 32.8 (cm), respectively.
d

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (female).
Test for the random slope of “Soil hardness” within “Subject”: Χ2= 0.884, df= 1, P= 0.347
49
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Table S7: Results of the model testing the effect of soil hardness and grip type on the frequency

52

of usage of the modifier “amplify strength” when perforating by chimpanzees in Loango NP,

53

when attempting to extract honey from underground bee nests (model 4b, GLMM; N= 238; each

54

data point corresponds to the number of times the grip modifier was used, per grip type, by the

55

subject in a visit).
Estimate

SE

χ2

P

df

-1.107

0.098

a

a

a

Grip (hands only) b

0.637

0.104

17.568

1

<0.001

Soil hardness c

0.110

0.041

2.731

1

0.098

-0.130

0.113

1.180

1

0.277

(Intercept)

Sex (male) d
a

Not shown because of no meaningful interpretation.

b

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (both).
c

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Mean and standard deviation

of the untransformed variable were 16.9and 32.8 (cm), respectively.
d

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (female).
Test for the random slope of “Grip” within “Subject”: Χ2= 0, df= 1, P= 1
Test for the random slope of “Soil hardness” within “Subject”: Χ2= 0.001, df= 1, P= 0.969
56
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Figure S1. Individual variation in the percentage of times different extractive actions were used

58

by chimpanzees in Loango NP when attempting to extract underground bee nests; subjects are

59

listed on the left side of the plot, and sorted by sex (males indicated in bold); on the right, we

60

reported the number of actions and the number of visits considered, respectively.

61
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ABSTRACT

23

The relative importance of individual learning and social influences in the acquisition of

24

complex technological skills in human and non-human species is a matter of great debate. In

25

particular, mechanisms allowing high levels of copying fidelity (such as imitation and teaching)

26

are considered as uniquely human. In this study we investigated how immature wild

27

chimpanzees acquired the technique for extraction of underground honey, by testing the

28

influence of individual attributes such as age and sex, as well as maternal behaviour. This

29

technique is particularly interesting because it encompasses high levels of complexity and adults

30

have individual preferences for how to perforate bee nests; moreover, it is used to solve a very

31

difficult task, as the resource is deeply buried and not visible. We analysed the behaviour of 16

32

immature chimpanzees recorded by camera traps at 50 different underground bee nests; we also

33

tested whether mothers (N = 9) provided learning opportunities for their offspring. We found

34

that, as they aged, immatures of both sexes progressively matched adults’ behaviour in action

35

sequences, and observed their social models more continuously. Moreover, immatures

36

specifically imitated their mothers with regard to the grip types used, as soon as they could

37

perforate. These results suggest that the adult action sequences were most likely acquired via a

38

combination of physical maturation and observational learning, while grip choice was faithfully

39

copied from mothers. Furthermore, mothers spent a differential amount of inactive time at bee

40

nest sites depending on the age and sex of their offspring, which could potentially promote the

41

acquisition of the technique by immatures. Overall, we showed that immature chimpanzees

42

acquire this complex tool-use behaviour via a range of different learning mechanisms including

43

imitation, and that mothers provide learning opportunities for their offspring.
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44

Keywords: honey extraction, imitation, learning, ontogeny, Pan troglodytes troglodytes,

45

teaching, tool use.

46
47
48

Research highlights


Immature chimpanzees acquire the typical action sequences of a honey extraction
technique as they age.

49
50



Immatures imitate the grip type used by their mothers for perforating bee nests.

51



Mothers seem to provide learning opportunities for their offspring by spending inactive

52

time at bee nest sites, which varies depending on the age and sex of their youngest

53

offspring.

54
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55

INTRODUCTION

56

The process of cumulative culture has been proposed to be uniquely human, sustained by

57

mechanisms that allow high transmission fidelity of behavioural traits leading to the emergence

58

of complex technological skills (e.g., Boyd & Richerson 1985, Tomasello 1999, Heyes 2009,

59

Lewis & Laland 2012). To explain the evolutionary roots of this process, researchers have

60

focused on understanding the relative contributions of individual learning and social influences

61

in the transmission of specific behaviours in animals and in particular in our closest living

62

relatives. Social learning, defined as the ability to learn from others’ behaviour or from the

63

resulting products (Heyes 1994, Galef & Laland 2005), is widespread across the animal kingdom

64

(Fragaszy & Perry 2008), and several underlying mechanisms are involved (Whiten et al. 2005,

65

Hoppitt & Laland 2008, Rendell et al. 2011). Previous studies have shown that animals can learn

66

simply by being attracted to a certain part of the environment by the activity of others (that is,

67

learning by local or stimulus enhancement) or by observing the outcome of another individual’s

68

behaviour (i.e., observational conditioning). A more disputed issue is whether animals can copy

69

the actions of others. The term “copying” can refer to two different processes: reproducing the

70

results of another individual’s action, denoted as “emulation”, or reproducing the action itself,

71

which has been termed “imitation” (Tomasello & Call 1997). It has now been extensively shown

72

that, depending on the species and context, primates may rely on a number of social learning

73

strategies, such as local and stimulus enhancement, direct and indirect social facilitation and

74

observational learning (Inoue-Nakamura & Matsuzawa 1997, Lonsdorf 2005, Gunst et al. 2008,

75

Perry 2009, Price et al. 2009, Jaeggi et al. 2010, Hobaiter et al. 2014, Schuppli et al. 2016).

76

Nevertheless, studies in captivity found no evidence for the occurrence of imitation in great apes

77

(Call et al. 2004, Tennie et al. 2006) and thus suggested that apes acquire behavioural patterns
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78

through a combination of emulative learning and individual trial-and-error (Tennie et al. 2009).

79

However, a more complete consideration of the data led others to propose that chimpanzees

80

could also learn via imitation of conspecifics (Whiten et al. 2004, 2009). In addition, a few

81

studies have looked at the transmission of techniques used to obtain and process food and

82

showed motor imitation in primates (marmosets: Voelkl & Huber 2000; vervet monkeys: van de

83

Waal & Whiten 2012; mountain gorillas: Byrne 2002, 2003; Byrne et al. 2011). These results

84

demonstrated that primates can replicate others’ behaviours in terms of single actions or even the

85

structural organization of complex behavioural sequences.

86

Another key mechanism allowing high fidelity transmission of behaviour is teaching,

87

whereby skilled individuals facilitate the acquisition of behaviour by naive individuals, which is

88

more likely to occur when other learning mechanisms would be insufficient due to the

89

complexity of the task involved (Boesch 2013, Kline 2015). In a behavioural-based approach,

90

teaching interactions may be identified by considering their functional aspects, thus accounting

91

for the relative costs and benefits involved for both the demonstrator and the naive individual

92

(Caro & Hauser 1992). Adopting this approach, convincing evidence for functional teaching has

93

been found in a few, taxonomically widely distributed, species (i.e., meerkats: Thornton &

94

McAuliffe 2006; pied babblers: Raihani & Ridley 2008; tandem running ants: Franks &

95

Richardson 2006). These results showed that demonstrators intentionally create teaching

96

contexts for their observers, which in turn can learn via a variety of mechanisms (Hoppitt et al.

97

2008). Two studies proposed potential forms of functional teaching in wild chimpanzees. First,

98

early observations suggested that mothers enhance the learning of nut-cracking by their offspring

99

using a range of different strategies, including regular and age-specific stimulation, facilitation

100

and possible, although rare, active teaching (Boesch 1991, Boesch & Boesch-Achermann 2000).
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101

Second, recent data proposed that tool transfer mediates the learning of termite fishing

102

(Musgrave et al. 2016). On the other hand, an alternative approach assumes that demonstrators

103

must be capable of understanding the lack (or the degree) of knowledge in naïve individuals and

104

thus intentionally transmit information to them, confining this ability to the human species

105

(Tomasello et al. 1993; but see Crockford et al. 2012 showing that chimpanzees share

106

information with group members depending on the latter’s degree of knowledge about danger).

107

Within this framework, we investigated how immature wild chimpanzees (Pan

108

troglodytes troglodytes) in Loango National Park, Gabon, acquire the technique for extracting

109

the underground nests of stingless bees (Meliplebeia lendliana). We analysed how age and sex

110

affected the development of this technique and specifically asked whether immatures imitated

111

their mothers’ technique, since mothers are known to represent the main model for young

112

chimpanzees (Goodall 1968, Boesch & Boesch-Achermann 2000, Lonsdorf 2006). We then

113

asked whether mothers changed their behaviour to enhance their offspring’s learning process.

114

Two main features of this technique qualify it as a particularly interesting case for investigating

115

these topics. First, adult individuals in the study community use a highly complex honey

116

extraction technique, consisting of structured sequences of exploratory and extractive actions, to

117

reach an out-of-sight resource which is difficult to reach (Estienne et al. 2017b). The bee nests

118

are deeply buried, their presence inconspicuous, and the precise location of the honey chamber is

119

unknown. These factors limit the success rates of skilled individuals, which required multiple

120

attempts before extracting a nest (Estienne et al. 2017a). Moreover, each nest can be exploited

121

only once, as the bees leave the nest after a successful extraction. Hence, immatures must acquire

122

a specific sequence of actions in order to be able to succeed in this task, in a context where they

123

cannot gain information simply by being exposed to positive outcomes associated with the
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124

activity of an experienced individual, nor can they learn by multiple exposures to the technique

125

associated with a specific nest, since the resource is hidden, available only once and rarely

126

attained by adults. Moreover, despite the fact that adults share the same technique in terms of

127

action sequencing, they differ in their preferences for the type of grip used when perforating

128

nests. In particular, although there was a general preference for a grip involving the coordinated

129

use of hands and feet together, individuals also differentially used other types of grip that

130

employed the exclusive use of either hands or feet (Estienne et al. 2017b). Therefore, immatures

131

are exposed to a variety of possibilities regarding how to perform a single action, with their

132

mothers potentially having their own specific preference. This allowed us to analyse whether or

133

not immatures imitate their mothers’ preferences for the perforating grip type. We hypothesized

134

that immatures acquire the adult technique of action sequences through a combination of

135

observing their mother’s behaviour and individual practice; therefore we predicted an effect of

136

age and sex on the development of this aspect of the technique. In particular, we expected that as

137

immatures aged, their action sequences would become more similar to that of their mothers, and

138

that females would produce sequences similar to those of adults earlier than would males,

139

assuming that immature females tend to be more inclined to learn tool-aided techniques for food

140

acquisition as seen in previous studies (e.g., Boesch & Boesch 2000, Lonsdorf 2005, Gruber et

141

al. 2010). Similarly, we hypothesized that age and sex would affect immatures’ choice of grip

142

type used when perforating. In particular we predicted that, with age, they would increasingly

143

use the most commonly used grip type used by adults (that is, the one involving both hands and

144

feet together) and that females would acquire the adult behaviour earlier than males.

145
146

In order to assess maternal influence on the development of immatures’ action sequences,
we compared the sequences of actions of each immature with those of their respective mothers
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147

and with those of other adult females: if immatures imitate their mothers, then their action

148

sequences should correlate more strongly with those of their mothers than with those performed

149

by other females. However, despite exhibiting a considerable degree of variation, adults do not

150

differ significantly in their action sequences; therefore we predicted that immatures’ sequences

151

would not be more similar to those of their mothers. On the other hand, we hypothesized that

152

immatures would imitate their mothers (that is, copy “how” they performed an action) in the grip

153

types used for perforating, since mothers do differ among each other in this aspect, and in

154

particular that females would imitate their mothers both more than males and at an earlier age

155

(Boesch & Boesch-Achermann 2000, Lonsdorf 2005).

156

Finally, given the difficulty of the task and the fact that the precise location of the nest

157

chamber is undetectable in advance, this seems to represent an appropriate context where a form

158

of teaching could have evolved. In fact, due to the difficulty of detecting and accessing this

159

specific resource, mothers might be more motivated to invest in their offspring's learning

160

opportunities as compared to other contexts where the resource is more directly perceivable and

161

attainable. In particular, we hypothesized that mothers enhance the acquisition of this technique

162

in offspring by spending time at bee nest sites whilst not being clearly interested in digging out

163

the bee nests themselves. Based on previous observations (Boesch 1991), we predicted that

164

mothers adjust their behaviour according to the age and sex of their offspring: in particular, they

165

should provide more opportunities when their offspring are younger (and thus supposedly less

166

skilled) and decrease this behaviour as offspring age, and they should provide more opportunities

167

for male than female offspring (as females are known to be better learners and tool users as

168

compared to males).

169
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METHODS

171

Data collection

172

Data were collected in Loango National Park, Gabon (2°04′S, 9°33′E), between April 2009 and

173

August 2015. The ecology of this field site has been described elsewhere (Head et al. 2011,

174

2012). As the focal chimpanzee community (named Rekambo; Head et al. 2013) was not fully

175

habituated to human observers during data collection, we used remote-sensor camera traps (Sony

176

Handycam with Trailmaster 700V, Scoutguard 550 and Bushnell Trophy Cam) to record

177

chimpanzees’ extractive activity at 50 different opportunistically found underground bee nests.

178

Details about camera functioning and footage collection are described elsewhere (Estienne et al.

179

2017a, b). We labelled as “visits” all instances when one or more chimpanzees inspected or

180

attempted to dig out an underground bee nest (with or without tools). A visit began when the

181

subject arrived at the nest and ended when he/she departed and could comprise one or more

182

video clips separated by gaps of no more than 15 minutes. If the camera trap did not record an

183

individual’s arrival or departure (due to a delayed trigger), the visit comprised all the time the

184

subject was recorded at the nest site. For this study, we used footage from 16 individually

185

identified immatures (six females and ten males, from nine different mothers) for which we

186

recorded a minimum of three visits each; our sample comprised 188 visits in total (Table 1).

187

“Immature” individuals were infants, juveniles and adolescents, distinguished by physical and

188

behavioural characteristics following Boesch & Boesch-Achermann (2000). In order to attribute

189

the age of immatures at the time of their visits, four experienced observers of chimpanzees

190

independently estimated each immature’s age at its first visit; the final estimated age was then

191

the mean of the four values.
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We used INTERACT 14 (Mangold 2015) to code chimpanzees’ actions, namely

193

explorative actions, tool manufacturing actions, and extractive actions including tool use (sensu

194

Shumaker et al. 2011). In addition, we coded social interactions occurring between our subjects

195

and other individuals that interacted with the bee nest; all operational definitions used for coding

196

are given in Table 2. We also coded the grip type used by the subject as one of the following

197

mutually exclusive types: ‘hands only’, when the subject exclusively used one or both hands;

198

‘feet only’, when the subject exclusively used one or both feet; and ‘both’, when the subject used

199

hands (one or two) and feet (one or two) simultaneously. Inter-observer reliability was assessed

200

by comparing the observations coded by two raters for 16 different video clips (one per

201

individual immature chimpanzee). We tested reliability for the number of occurrences of the

202

following actions: ‘explore’ (including looking at, manually inspecting, scratching or smelling

203

the bee nest); ‘look at an active individual’; ‘dig’ (manually); ‘pound’; and ‘perforate’. There

204

was a high level of agreement for most actions (Spearman’s rho = 0.9, 0.9, 1 and 1, for ‘explore’,

205

‘look at an active individual’, ‘pound’ and ‘perforate’, respectively) but agreement was low for

206

manual digging (Spearman’s rho = 0.5), suggesting that results regarding this action should be

207

interpreted cautiously. Agreement was also high for the type of grip used during perforations

208

(Cohen’s Kappa: κ = 0.9, N = 26, P < 0.001).

209

Effect of age and sex on the development of action sequencing (model 1)

210

We analysed the effect of individual age and sex on the development of action sequences by

211

examining the transitions between consecutive actions within a sequence. First, we defined a

212

sequence of actions as any instance where at least two actions occurred during a subject’s visit to

213

a bee nest; if gaps in the footage occurred during a visit (maximum gap duration = 14.2 sec), the

214

actions before and after these gaps were treated as separate sequences. Sequences could comprise
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215

any of the following behaviours: ‘explore’ (as defined above); ‘look at an active individual’;

216

‘tool manufacture’ (including: ‘break’, ‘cut off’, ‘strip bark’, and ‘remove side branches’); and

217

all extractive actions, namely ‘attempt’, ‘dig’, ‘pound’, ‘perforate’, and ‘rotate’. Different

218

exploratory and tool manufacturing actions were lumped together in two distinct categories

219

because the focus of our study was on the extractive technique. For this reason, we subsequently

220

excluded the category ‘tool manufacture’ from our analysis. Likewise, we excluded from

221

analysis the actions ‘extract honey’, ‘eat’, and ‘lick’, since they necessarily occurred only when

222

chimpanzees were successful. We also excluded all instances where actions were not clearly

223

visible. From such sequences we created a data set comprising all transitions, each represented

224

by an action and the immediately following action. One individual (IK2) was dropped from this

225

data set because he was too young and never observed performing two relevant actions (that is,

226

among those listed above) consecutively.

227

We used Generalized Linear Mixed Models (GLMMs; Baayen 2008) with binomial error

228

structure and logit link function (McCullagh & Nelder 1989; N = 765 transitions) to test whether

229

age, sex and the type of immediately preceding action influenced the probability that perforating,

230

exploring, or looking at an active individual occurred within a sequence (models 1a, b, and c,

231

respectively). Since we hypothesized that the development of the sequence of actions differs

232

depending on the type of actions involved in a transition, we further included the interaction

233

between age and type of previous action. The occurrence of digging and pounding could not be

234

tested due to their rarity in the data. To avoid issues related to complete separation (Field 2005)

235

in the model testing the probability of looking at an active individual (1c), we used only the

236

subset of actions ‘explore’ and ‘look at an active individual’ as levels for the predictor ‘previous

237

action’ (N for model 1c = 425). In all models, we controlled for transition number (accounting
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238

for the position within a sequence when a transition occurred) and included subject (15 levels for

239

all models), nest site (42 levels for models 1a and b, and 41 levels for model 1c), and visit

240

identity (nested within subject; 109 levels for models 1a and b, and 102 levels for model 1c) as

241

random effects. As some mothers had more than one offspring we also included the random

242

effect of mother identity (9 levels for all models). Finally we included all necessary random

243

slopes (Schielzeth & Forstmeier 2009, Barr et al. 2013), namely those of ‘age’, ‘previous action’,

244

‘transition number’ and the interaction between ‘age’ and ‘previous action’, within ‘subject’;

245

‘age’, ‘previous action’ and ‘transition number’, within ‘nest site’; ‘transition number’ within

246

‘visit identity’; ‘age’, ‘previous action’, ‘transition number’ and the interaction between ‘age’

247

and ‘previous action’, within ‘mother’.

248

Effect of age and sex on the choice of grip used when perforating (model 2)

249

We tested the effect of age and sex and their interaction on the development of the usage of

250

different grip types when immatures perforated nests. We used a GLMM with binomial error

251

structure and logit link function where the response variable was whether or not a perforation

252

was performed using the grip type ‘both’ (as compared to the grip type ‘hands only’; N = 264

253

perforations). The grip type ‘feet only’ was excluded from the data because all observations of

254

this grip type came from one individual (PAN). The model controlled for soil hardness at the bee

255

nest at the time of the visit (expressed as centimetres of penetration of a stick into the soil after a

256

standardized strike; see Estienne et al. 2017a for details about how this variable was derived). It

257

also included the random effects of subject (10 levels; subjects that were never observed

258

perforating were dropped from this dataset), nest site (29 levels), and visit identity (nested within

259

subject; 57 levels) as well as the random slope of ‘age’ within ‘subject’.

260

Effect of mothers’ behaviour on the development of action sequencing
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261

We assessed the degree of similarity between the sequences of actions of immatures and their

262

mothers by comparing transition matrices derived from their sequences. For this analysis we

263

selected only the action sequences (defined as described above) of immatures aged six years or

264

more, as our data showed that by that age they could perform all actions belonging to the adult

265

behavioural repertoire. From all sequences comprising three or more actions, we created one

266

transition matrix for each individual, comprising the transition frequencies between any two

267

specific actions. We created identical matrices (in terms of the possible transitions included) for

268

each mother and immature by retaining only those behaviours observed in both individuals and

269

compared the transition matrices for each mother-immature pair using matrix correlation (Mantel

270

tests based on Spearman's correlation, Sokal & Rohlf 1995; R-function programmed by R.

271

Mundry). We also compared the matrix of each immature with the matrices of all mothers other

272

than their own. In order to determine the correlation, we considered only mother-immature pairs

273

which possessed at least three behaviours in common.

274

Effect of mothers’ preference on the choice of grip type when perforating (model 2)

275

In model 2 (see above), we also tested the effect of mothers’ preferred grip types on their

276

offspring’s grip choice when perforating. We predicted that immatures are affected by their

277

mothers’ behaviour differentially, depending on their age and sex, thus we tested the 3-way

278

interaction between maternal preference, immature age and immature sex. Mother’s preference

279

was calculated as the number of times she used the grip type ‘both’ over the total number of

280

perforations. We used only mothers for whom we had 15 or more perforations for calculating

281

grip preference (range of number of perforations observed per mother: 16-128).

282

Learning opportunities provided by mothers (model 3)
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We used a Linear Mixed Model (LMM, N = 67 visits) to test how offspring sex, age and

284

behaviour (defined as the proportion of time that they spent interacting with the bee nest, per

285

visit) affected the proportion of time mothers spent being inactive at a nest site (per visit). The

286

interaction between immature age and sex was also included. The proportion of time an

287

immature spent interacting with a nest was calculated as the summed duration of all exploratory

288

and extractive actions performed during a visit, divided by the total visit time. We assumed that

289

learning would develop non-linearly over time, initially increasing until a plateau is reached and

290

then decreasing again, and thus also included immature ‘age’ as a squared term and its

291

interaction with sex. The proportion of a mother’s time inactive was calculated as the difference

292

between the total duration of the mother’s visit and the time spent on extractive actions, divided

293

by the duration of her visit. If a mother had two offspring, we only considered the behaviour of

294

the younger one, assuming that mothers would invest more time in the less experienced

295

offspring. We also controlled for the number of social partners visible at the time of the visit, as a

296

possible source of influence upon the mother’s behaviour, and included the random effects of

297

mother identity (9 levels) and nest site (28 levels). Visit identity was not included, as multiple

298

mothers were never seen together within the same visit; offspring identity was not included

299

since, in this analysis, we considered only the youngest offspring for each mother. We included

300

the random slopes for ‘immature’s age’, ‘proportion of time immature interacted with nest’, and

301

‘number of social partners’, within ‘mother’. We weighted each data point by the duration of the

302

mother’s visit, such that longer visits had a greater impact on the model as compared to shorter

303

ones.

304

Model implementation
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305

All analyses were conducted in R (version 3.2.4; R Core Team 2016). GLMMs and LMM were

306

fitted using the functions glmer or lmer, respectively, of the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2015).

307

For the LMM, we verified the assumptions of normally distributed and homogeneous residuals

308

by visually inspecting a qqplot and the residuals plotted against fitted values. We ruled out

309

collinearity among predictors by inspecting Variance Inflation Factors (Field 2005) using the

310

function vif of the R-package car (Fox & Sanford 2011), based on standard linear models

311

excluding the random effects and interactions (max. VIF = 1.578). Model stability was assessed

312

by comparing the estimates derived from a model based on all data with those obtained from

313

models based on subsets obtained by excluding levels of the random effects one at a time. We

314

found no issues except for model 2, which suffered from complete separation (Field 2005),

315

suggesting some caution when interpreting the results of this model. In all cases, we first tested

316

the significance of the test predictors as a whole by comparing the full model with a respective

317

null model (Forstmeier & Schielzeth 2011) comprising only control predictors and random

318

effects, using a likelihood ratio test (R-function anova with argument test set to ‘Chisq’). When

319

an interaction term had no significant effect, we fitted a reduced model including only the main

320

effects. P values for individual effects were based on likelihood ratio tests comparing the full

321

with a respective reduced model (R-function drop1; Barr et al. 2013). All covariates were z-

322

transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one (Schielzeth 2010) before fitting

323

the models.

324
325

RESULTS

326

Development of action sequence and grip repertoire
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327

Immatures started to observe the extractive behaviour of other individuals from as young as 0.4

328

years of age. In 77% of cases that an immature looked at an active individual this was, in fact,

329

their own mother, confirming that mothers represent the primary model observed by immatures.

330

Later, young chimpanzees started to interact with bee nests and the tools found there. The

331

minimum age of manual inspection of a bee nest recorded was 1.5 years (N = 111), whereas

332

olfactory inspection of tools was first observed at 2.8 years of age (N = 161). Immatures started

333

to perform perforation and pounding at 2.8 years of age (N = 337 and 84, respectively), and

334

around that time they also started to dig manually (3.2 years of age; N = 39). However, other

335

extractive actions such as ‘rotate’ (N = 29) and ‘turn end’ (N = 23) appeared much later (at 3.3

336

and 6.0 years of age, respectively). Tool manufacture appeared last in the action repertoire (N =

337

49 instances of tool manufacture overall): immatures started to use the actions ‘break’ (N = 14)

338

and ‘remove side branches’ (N = 12) when they were 4.8 years old, while other tool

339

modifications appeared much later (‘cut off’ was first observed at 7.1 years of age and ‘strip

340

bark’ at 8.4 years; N = 17 and 4, respectively). The first type of grip used by immatures in our

341

sample was ‘hands only’ (observed in subjects as young as 2.9 years old); then the grip involving

342

hands and feet appeared (first observed at 4.3 years of age); and finally, the grip type ‘feet only’

343

was first observed in an individual 7.5 years old.

344

Effect of age and sex on the development of action sequencing (model 1)

345

The probability that ‘perforate’ occurred in the action sequences of immatures was significantly

346

affected by ‘age’ and ‘type of action’ (model 1a; full versus null model: Χ2 = 42.406, df = 10, P

347

< 0.001; results of the reduced model, effect of ‘previous action’: Χ2 = 27.606, df = 4, P < 0.001;

348

effect of ‘age’: Χ2 = 9.853, df = 1, P = 0.002; Table S1) but not by their interaction (results of the

349

full model, interaction between ‘previous action’ and ‘age’: Χ2 = 3.976, df = 4, P = 0.409; Table
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350

S1). As they aged, immatures became more likely to use perforation in their sequences (Fig. 1).

351

Within a sequence, perforating was more likely to occur after pounding, while the transition

352

‘look at an active individual - perforate’ was particularly unlikely to occur (Fig. 2). The

353

occurrence of transitions involving exploratory actions in the sequence was significantly affected

354

by the age of subjects and the type of action preceding ‘explore’ (model 1b; full versus null

355

model: Χ2 = 21.071, df = 10, P = 0.021; effect of the interaction between ‘previous action’ and

356

‘age’: Χ2 = 10.888, df = 4, P = 0.028; Table S1). Specifically, as immatures aged, the transition

357

‘look at an active individual - explore’ became less likely to occur, while the transition ‘dig -

358

explore’ occurred progressively more often (Fig. 3). The occurrence of other types of transition

359

did not change notably with age. Finally, as immatures aged, the transition ‘explore - look at an

360

active individual’ became less likely to occur, whereas immatures became more likely to keep

361

observing others’ actions (model 1c; full versus null model: Χ2 = 47.147, df = 4, P < 0.001;

362

effect of the interaction between ‘previous action’ and ‘age’: Χ2 = 20.882, df = 1, P < 0.001;

363

Table S1, Fig. 4). Sex did not significantly affect the action sequencing of immatures, for any of

364

the actions analysed (Table S1).

365

Effect of age and sex on the choice of grip used when perforating (model 2)

366

The full model significantly differed from the null model (Χ2 = 216.019, df = 7, P < 0.001). The

367

interaction between ‘mother's grip preference’, and offspring ‘age’ and ‘sex’ did not significantly

368

affect the type of grip used for perforating by immatures (results of the full model, effect of the

369

interaction: Χ2 = 0, df = 1, P = 1.000; Table S2). Thus, we tested the main predictors and found

370

that age did not significantly affect immatures’ grip choice when perforating (results of the

371

reduced model, effect of ‘age’: Χ2 = 0, df = 1, P = 1.000; Table S2) but there was a
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372

nonsignificant tendency for ‘sex’ to influence the response (reduced model, effect of ‘sex’: Χ2 =

373

3.494, df = 1, P = 0.062; Table S2).

374

Effect of mothers’ behaviour on the development of action sequencing

375

The average correlation coefficient between the transition matrices of immatures and those of

376

their respective mothers was 0.57 (range: 0.41 to 0.69), and the correlations were similar when

377

comparing transition matrices of offspring with those of females other than their own mother

378

(range: 0.42 to 0.61; Table S3).

379

Effect of mothers’ preference on the choice of grip type when perforating (model 2)

380

As reported above for model 2, the full and null model were significantly different and the 3-way

381

interaction between mother’s grip preference, and offspring age and sex did not significantly

382

affect immatures’ choice of grip when perforating nests. However, there was a main effect of

383

maternal grip preference, which strongly influenced the type of grip used for perforating by their

384

offspring (effect of 'mother’s preference': Χ2 = 212.563, df = 1, P < 0.001; Table S2). In fact, the

385

grip preference of immature offspring strongly correlated with the preference of their mothers

386

(Fig. 5). Although we could not include the grip type ‘feet only’ in our statistical analysis, it is

387

notable that this grip was mainly used by one immature male, whose mother was in fact the only

388

adult individual that consistently used that grip in the Rekambo community (the mother-son pair

389

‘PEM-PAN’; Table 3).

390

Learning opportunities provided by mothers (model 3)

391

The sex and age of accompanying offspring significantly affected mothers’ behaviour at bee nest

392

sites (full versus null model: Χ2 = 18.688, df = 6, P = 0.005; effect of the interaction between

393

‘sex of immature’ and ‘age of immature’: Χ2 = 22.500, df = 1, P = 0.008; Table S4). When

394

accompanied by daughters, mothers progressively decreased the time they spent inactive at the
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395

bee nest as their daughters aged, until daughters reached approximately six years of age, at which

396

point mothers seemed to increase inactive time again. When accompanied by sons, mothers

397

showed a very different pattern: they spent an increasing amount of time inactive at the bee nests

398

as their sons aged, until this behaviour stabilized around the time when their sons were six years

399

old (Fig. 6). Due to the scarcity of visits by adult females without offspring (N = 8), we could not

400

statistically test whether the presence of immatures had an effect on adult females’ behaviour.

401

Nevertheless, we observed that the time that adult females without offspring spent inactive at bee

402

nests was less than one minute (mean = 0.2 minutes; range: 0 to 0.7 minutes; N = 60 visits)

403

whereas mothers spent on average 1.0 minute inactive at bee nests (range: 0 to 10 minutes; N =

404

69 visits).

405

We never observed that mothers actively manipulated their offspring's actions; on the

406

contrary, on one occasion an infant manipulated a tool held by her mother. Immatures often tried

407

to reach the tool used by another individual (N = 30, in 25 of which it was their mother) and even

408

actively solicited their mothers in order to access the latter’s tools (N = 44 observations). In the

409

majority of these cases (N = 42 out of 44) mothers allowed tool sharing. Interestingly, in some

410

cases mothers prevented their offspring from manipulating the tools that they were using (N =

411

22; although 18 observations derive from a single mother-offspring pair), and in four cases we

412

observed that one mother actively restricted her daughter’s attempts to use a tool while she (the

413

mother) was attempting to dig out a nest. We never observed instances of active (that is, initiated

414

by the owner of the object) or passive (whereby the owner of the object facilitates the exchange

415

of an object by changing posture or grip) sharing of tools or food. Nevertheless, when a nest was

416

successfully extracted (N = 6), all individuals present were allowed to access the hole and extract

417

food, even if they had not actively participated in the extraction and were not obviously related
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418

to the individual that dug. In only two cases did adult females threaten immature individuals that

419

were not their offspring, and in only one case did an immature threaten another youngster.

420
421

DISCUSSION

422

In this study, we described the acquisition of a complex extractive technique for accessing

423

underground bee nests by immature chimpanzees and investigated the effect of individual

424

attributes and maternal factors on the development of immatures’ behaviour in two specific

425

aspects of this technique: sequence of actions and grip choice when perforating nests. Although

426

it is conceivable that our opportunistic sampling method could have biased the estimation of the

427

earliest age of occurrence of specific actions and grips, we are confident that these data reflect a

428

realistic scenario as the number of recorded visits was relatively homogeneously distributed

429

across all ages (Fig. 7). Age explained the acquisition of adult action sequences by immatures

430

but not their acquisition of preference for the grip type used when perforating, which instead was

431

strongly affected by their mother's behaviour. We found no sex bias with regard to acquisition of

432

the adult sequence of actions, but a weak effect upon the development of grip preference.

433

As they aged, immatures sequenced their actions more and more as adults did, as shown

434

by an increased occurrence of the transitions ‘dig - explore’. We have previously shown that

435

adults consistently switch between extractive and exploratory actions, presumably to track down

436

the tube leading to the underground nest chamber (Estienne et al. 2017b). In addition, in the

437

action sequences of immatures, perforations were more likely to be preceded by pounding, as

438

found for the adults (Estienne et al. 2017b). The probability of this transition occurring did not

439

change with age, but immatures included progressively more perforations in their sequences as

440

they grew older. These results suggest that perforating became more consistently used as
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441

immatures acquired body strength and motor coordination, and when performed, it was

442

sequenced as adults regularly do. As immatures grew older, they also shifted the focus of their

443

attention. In particular, from switching their attention between the social model’s action and the

444

bee nest, they became more focused on the model’s behaviour exclusively, as indicated by the

445

fact that the transitions ‘explore - look at an active individual’ (as well as the reverse ‘look at an

446

active individual - explore’) became less common over time, while the repeated occurrence of

447

the action ‘look at an active individual’ became more common. A similar developmental trend

448

was found in another study showing that chimpanzees became less explorative as they aged

449

(Massen et al. 2013). We found no obvious difference between the sexes with regard to how

450

action sequences developed, and only a weak sex bias in the probability of using a grip that

451

involved coordinated use of the hands and feet when perforating, with immature males being

452

more likely to use this grip than immature females. These findings differed from those of studies

453

on other tool use techniques, which showed that females are faster and better than males in

454

learning adult-like behaviour (e.g., nut cracking: Boesch & Boesch-Achermann 2000; termite

455

fishing: Lonsdorf 2005) and that female offspring resembled their mothers’ technique more

456

closely than did males (Lonsdorf 2005, Perry 2009). One possible explanation for the apparent

457

lack of a sex difference is that the high level of complexity of underground honey extraction,

458

coupled with the unpredictability of the challenges presented by the highly variable structure of

459

underground bee nests, leaves little space for sexual bias to occur (Estienne et al. 2017b).

460

Overall, our data suggested that immatures acquired the adult sequence of actions via a

461

combination of observational learning coupled with individual practice and physical growth, as

462

we predicted and in accordance with observations of other behaviours in primates. The

463

alternative explanation would be that immatures acquired the adult action sequences by
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464

individual trial-and-error, eventually converging upon the same technique as adults, as predicted

465

by the latent solution hypothesis (Tennie & Hedwig 2009). Two considerations make such an

466

explanation unlikely: first, it seems highly unlikely that immatures would acquire such a

467

complex technique including non-randomly organized transitions (Estienne et al. 2017b) by trial-

468

and-error (Byrne 2007); second, extensive evidence shows that primates in general and

469

chimpanzees in particular acquire tool-use techniques by observing skilled individuals in their

470

group (Biro et al. 2006, van de Waal et al. 2014). Although we couldn’t completely rule out that

471

immatures developed the conventional action sequences by trial-and-error, we propose that these

472

were acquired by socially-mediated mechanisms rather than solely by individual learning.

473

Despite the fact that mothers were the primary model for immatures in our sample, immatures’

474

action sequences were not obviously more similar to their own mothers as compared to those of

475

other females suggesting that maternal example did not greatly affect this aspect of the extractive

476

technique, as expected based on the fact that adults did not themselves differ significantly in their

477

action sequences (Estienne et al. 2017b). This suggests that the challenges that chimpanzees have

478

to overcome to locate nests underground may prevent the occurrence of individual biases in the

479

domain of actions.

480

A different picture emerged in the domain of grip types. As predicted, we found that

481

immatures’ choice of a particular grip was strongly influenced by their mother’s grip preference,

482

suggesting faithful vertical transmission of this aspect of the extractive technique (Meulmann et

483

al. 2013). Although the importance of maternal example for the development of immatures’

484

techniques has already been highlighted for other techniques (e.g., termite fishing in

485

chimpanzees: Lonsdorf 2005; processing of Luehea candida in white-faced capuchins: Perry

486

2009; grape handling in vervet monkeys: van de Waal et al. 2014), our result is particular in two
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487

respects. First, other studies revealed that immatures gradually changed their grip preference

488

over time until they eventually settled for the one used by their mothers (Lonsdorf 2005, Perry

489

2009), suggesting that individual practice together with maternal example shaped the

490

development of their technique. On the contrary, we did not find an effect of age, suggesting that

491

immatures copied their mother’s preference as soon as they started perforating nests. Second,

492

successful extractions are relatively rare and achieved only after multiple visits to a bee nest, and

493

perforations do not lead to any visible result or reward (i.e., food). Therefore, although

494

immatures can be repeatedly exposed to the behaviour of skilled individuals, they are only rarely

495

exposed to its outcome. These circumstances thus likely exclude the possibility that immatures

496

copied their mothers to achieve a specific desired result (that is, copying by goal-imitation), or

497

that they learned an action as a result of the interaction they had with the food acquired by

498

scrounging from other individuals (Boesch & Boesch-Achermann 2000, Caldwell &Whiten

499

2003). Altogether, we found support for the interpretation that immatures perform actions “how”

500

their mothers do, compatible with the definition of imitation (Call et al. 2004), providing

501

evidence for imitation in wild chimpanzees (and not only enculturated chimpanzees, as

502

suggested by Tomasello & Call 2004, Buttelmann et al. 2007). The alternative possibility is that

503

grip preference is instead determined by genetic factors. However, the finding that immatures

504

performed more than one grip type, but nevertheless frequently matched their mother’s

505

preference, does not support this explanation (as in Perry 2009). Moreover, contrary to other

506

studies (Lonsdorf 2005, Perry 2009), we did not find support for a sex bias in how closely

507

individuals resembled their mothers’ grip type preferences.

508
509

Mothers not only affected the development of their offspring’s technique by serving as
models, but also seemed to change their own behaviour to promote the learning process. We
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510

found that they changed the time spent being inactive at bee nests depending upon their

511

offspring’s age and sex. Such behaviour could provide learning opportunities for the immatures,

512

as they can explore the bee nests and the tools accumulated there. By doing so, immatures may

513

be stimulated into acquiring information about the resource and the tools associated with it

514

(Fragaszy et al. 2013), as previously proposed in the context of nut cracking (Boesch & Boesch–

515

Achermann 2000). Spending time at a bee nest without attempting to dig it out likely represents a

516

costly behaviour for mothers, since by doing so they necessarily miss foraging opportunities,

517

potentially directly negatively affecting their daily alimentation and indirectly their offspring’s

518

nourishment, as has been demonstrated for Hadza hunter-gatherers (Hawkes et al. 1997). The

519

stimulation hypothesis is further supported by two additional observations: first, females without

520

offspring spent hardly any inactive time at bee nests, and second, as predicted, mothers stabilized

521

this behaviour once their offspring reached approximately 5 to 6 years of age, possibly

522

corresponding to a specific level of knowledge. These data support the idea that stimulation

523

could represent a form of functional teaching (Caro & Hauser 1992, Musgrave et al. 2016).

524

Indeed, teaching has been proposed to occur in a range of forms in both animals (Hoppitt et al.

525

2008) and human populations (Stout 2002, Lancy 2010, Kline 2015), depending on the trade-off

526

between costs and benefits for the demonstrator. One important piece of evidence still missing is

527

whether the amount of opportunity provided by mothers directly affects their offspring’s

528

efficiency in this skill. However, this was impossible to test with our sample due to the lack of

529

successful extractions carried out by immatures. We did not find any evidence for mothers

530

enhancing offspring learning in a more active way, for instance by sharing tools (Musgrave et al.

531

2016). Indeed, we found evidence against this, as mothers never initiated tool transfer and

532

sometimes avoided it if initiated by their offspring. Moreover, in a few cases mothers also
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533

restricted their offspring's actions. These discordant observations could be linked to substantial

534

differences between termite fishing and honey extraction. Termite mounds allow multiple access

535

points to the resource and the technique that chimpanzees need to master in order to be

536

successful is relatively simple. In contrast, an underground honey chamber needs to be tracked

537

down by following the nest’s entrance tube, creating a unique point of access, and the technique

538

used to reach the underground chamber is highly complex. Such differences in accessibility of

539

the resource and complexity of the task might determine the differing behaviour of mothers in

540

the two contexts: in one case independent resource acquisition is possible and mothers can gain

541

by enhancing their offspring’s access to the resource, whereas when direct competition over

542

resource access exists, mothers may be more motivated to dig out the resource by themselves.

543

Due to the specific challenges involved in honey extraction, mothers should be

544

particularly motivated to enhance learning by their offspring in this particular context.

545

Noticeably, mothers seemed to provide more learning opportunities when their daughters were

546

very young as compared to those provided to sons of the same age and reduced this behaviour as

547

daughters aged, while the opposite pattern was found for sons (that is, mothers increased their

548

inactive time at bee nests as their sons aged). Mothers also seemed to provide opportunities to

549

their sons for a longer time. Such differential trajectories are puzzling and further investigation is

550

needed to pinpoint their determinants.

551

In conclusion, our findings reinforce the idea that different mechanisms may be at play in

552

the acquisition of a behaviour by chimpanzees, including imitation (Whiten et al. 2004, 2009).

553

We also presented data showing a possible form of functional teaching by stimulation. Overall,

554

our study thus provides some intriguing results to be considered in the debate about the

555

mechanisms involved in acquisition of complex techniques by chimpanzees, in particular those
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556

regarded as supporting higher copying fidelity, namely the abilities for imitation and teaching.

557

Since these abilities are generally considered among the main features distinguishing humans

558

from other animals (Gruber 2016), examining the behaviour of our closest living relatives can

559

provide insights into the evolutionary origins of these traits. Finally, our study highlights the

560

importance of considering the specific ecological characteristics of the task and the implications

561

for both learners and demonstrators when investigating the learning mechanism for a particular

562

trait, as well as the importance of investigating the behaviour of animals under natural conditions

563

in order to be able to appreciate its true complexity.

564
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Table 1. Overview of the sample used in this study; sex, maternal identity, range of estimated

783

ages (in video footage), total number of visits, total number of different nests visited, total

784

duration of recorded observation time, and total duration of time that the subject was active at a

785

bee nest, are listed for each immature subject.
Immature Sex Mother Range age
ID

ID

(years)

N

N different

visits nests/subject

Observation

Active time

time (min)

(min)

AR1

M

ARO

4.9-7.3

3

3

3.68

1.31

AR2

F

ARO

0.7-1.2

3

2

3.32

0.74

EM1

F

EMM

1.6-7

30

12

42.49

33.45

ID2

M

IDA

0.5-1.9

5

4

6.17

2.34

JOJ

F

IDA

4.8-9.1

17

14

27.21

14.55

KOU

F

IKO

9-11.2

12

9

39.22

27.92

IK2

M

IKO

0.6-1.3

5

4

2.83

0.30

LO1

M

LOL

0.4-3.5

21

12

18.86

8.18

ON1

M

ONO

4.5-7.9

12

8

7.47

4.82

PAN

M

PEM

8.3-13.2

19

13

42.00

30.89

MOU

F

PEM

3-9.2

15

11

12.88

6.98

THE

M

SUZ

7.1-11.1

22

16

31.21

23.67

SU2

M

SUZ

1.4-1.7

5

4

7.01

3.71

SU3

M

SUZ

0.9-3.9

8

5

9.62

2.73

VE1

M

VER

6.8-9.2

5

4

5.43

3.46

VE2

F

VER

1.4-2.9

6

5

7.01

2.65
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786

Table 2. Ethogram used for coding the behaviour of immature chimpanzees visiting underground

787

bee nests in Loango National Park, Gabon.
Action

Operational definition

Exploration
Scratch *

Subject scratches the ground or the hole with hand/finger but
no object (i.e., dirt, honey, leaves, leftovers) is evidently
removed

Inspect *

Subject inserts the hand into the hole without removing any
object (i.e., dirt, honey, leaves, leftovers)

Smell *

Subject brings an object (finger/stick/tool) to the nose

Look at

Subject directs the head towards a target (i.e., active individual;
hole/tube)

Tool manufacture
Break *

Subject breaks a sapling or a branch attached to the substrate or
tree, during the process of tool making

Cut off *

Subject cuts one of the ends of the tool in a sharp way

Remove branches *

Subject removes leaves/side branches from the sapling

Strip bark *

Subject removes the bark from the sapling / tool

Extraction
Attempt *

Subject attempts to use a tool but the action is not identifiable
based on any of the operational definitions

Pound *

Subject strikes the tool against the ground repeatedly

Dig *

Subject removes substrate/soil from the hole or from the area
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where the nest tunnel is located
Perforate *

Subject inserts the tool into the ground and applies pressure to
make the tool penetrate into the ground

Rotate *

Subject keeps the tool inserted into the ground and moves it in
circles or from side to side

Turn end *

Subject turns the tool upside-down

Extract (honey) *

Subject inserts their hand into the hole and extracts honey
afterwards

Eat *

Subject chews honeycomb/honey previously extracted from the
nest

Lick *

Subject licks honey from hand/tool

Social interactions
Share-active

Subject initiates the exchange of an object (e.g., tool or food)
with another individual

Share-allowed

Subject allows another individual to access (e.g., holding or
manipulating) an object that he/she possesses

Share-passive

Subject changes posture or grip in a way that facilitates access
to an object by another individual

Hold *

Subject holds another individual without obviously affecting
his/her behaviour

Hold *-active solicitation

Subject pulls an object held by another individual towards him/herself

Hold *-active manipulation

Subject manipulates an object held by another individual
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Hold *-active restriction

Subject restricts the use of a limb or tool of another individual
by holding it

Reach *

Subject extends the palm towards another individual; the
outcome and the type of object were coded

Prevent *

Subject prevents another individual from accessing an object by
one of the following behaviours: changing posture, changing
grip, extending the arm such that the object is out of reach, or
detaching his/her hand from the object

Threat

Subject displays an aggressive behaviour towards another
individual

Displace *

Subject pushes another individual

* Actions for which “grip” was specified
788
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789

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for use of each grip type by mothers and immatures, as observed in

790

footage of chimpanzees visiting underground bee nests in Loango NP, Gabon; the table shows

791

the median, the second and the third quartiles of the number of times each grip type was used per

792

visit by each individual, as well as the total number of perforations observed.

ARO

Both

Feet only

Hands only

Median 25% 75% Median 25% 75% Median 25% 75%

N perforations

Immature ID

Mother ID

Grip type

4.0

3.0

4.5

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.5

15

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

2

2.0

1.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

2.3

103

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.5

0.8

2.3

23

1.5

1.0

6.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.8

2.5

56

2.0

1.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

28

2.5

1.3

7.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.5

0.0

5.5

125

15.0

7.5

22.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

10.5

5.8

15.3

51

2.0

2.0

3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

1.0

43

1.0

0.5

1.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.3

0.8

3

0.5

0.0

1.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

1.3

8

1.0

0.5

1.5

0.5

0.3

0.8

0.5

0.3

0.8

4

3.0

1.5

10.5

2.0

1.0

5.0

3.0

1.5

4.0

39

PAN

3.5

1.8

6.0

1.5

0.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

1.0
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MOU

3.0

2.5

3.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.3

12

AR1
EMM
EM1
IDA
JOJ
IKO
KOU
LOL
LO1
ONO
ON1
PEM
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SUZ

1.0

0.5

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

1.5

35

THE

1.5

1.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

61

SU3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.5

1.8

3.3

5

0.5

0.0

2.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.5

1.5

3.3

16

4.5

3.3

5.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9

VER
VE1
793
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794
795

Figure 1. Effect of age on the probability that perforating occurred in the sequences performed

796

by immature chimpanzees in Loango NP during visits to underground bee nests; the area of the

797

points represents the frequency of occurrence of perforations per binned age and subject, and the

798

line shows the fitted probability (model 1a; N = 765 actions).

799
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800
801

Figure 2. Effect of the type of action on the probability that perforating subsequently occurred in

802

the sequences performed by immature chimpanzees in Loango NP during visits to underground

803

bee nests; the area of the points represents the frequency of occurrence of a specific action in the

804

sequence per subject (total N = 765 actions), and horizontal lines show the fitted probabilities

805

(model 1a).

806
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807

.

808
809

Figure 3. Effect of the interaction between age and the type of action preceding exploration in

810

the sequences of actions performed by immature chimpanzees in Loango NP during visits to

811

underground bee nests; the area of the points represents the frequency of occurrence of a specific

812

action at a given age (total N = 765 actions), and the lines show the fitted probabilities (model

813

1b).
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814
815

Figure 4. Effect of the interaction between age and the type of preceding action on the

816

probability that looking at an active individual occurred in the sequences performed by immature

817

chimpanzees in Loango NP during visits to underground bee nests; the area of the points

818

represents the frequency of occurrence of a specific preceding action at a given age (total N =

819

425 actions), and the lines show the fitted probabilities (model 1c).
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820
821

Figure 5. Proportion of usage of the grip type ‘both’ (involving the simultaneous use of hands

822

and feet) when offspring perforated nests, against the same variable measured for their respective

823

mothers; each point represents one mother-offspring pair and point area corresponds to the total

824

number of perforations observed per immature (N = 10 immatures, 2 to 71 observations per

825

immature).

826
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827

.

828
829

Figure 6. Effect of the interaction between the sex and age of offspring on the proportion of time

830

that their mothers spent being inactive during a visit to a bee nest; the area of the points

831

represents number of observations per age (total N = 67 visits), and lines show the fitted

832

probabilities (model 3).

833
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834
835

Figure 7. Overview of the ages covered by our video footage for each of the immature

836

individuals included in this study. Symbols represent different types of nest visit, depending on

837

the behaviour of the subject: crosses represent videos where the immature merely passed by a

838

nest or visited a nest previously extracted and consumed; circles represent visits during which

839

they performed only exploratory actions; and diamonds represent visits in which they also used

840

tools. Although the number of visits is limited for a few subjects, all ages are fairly evenly

841

represented overall.
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Table S1. Results of the models testing the effects of the interaction between the type of the

16

immediately preceding action and age (in years), and the effect of sex on the probability of

17

occurrence of perforating, exploring, and looking at an active individual, respectively, next in the

18

sequence (model 1a to c, respectively, GLMM; N = 765 transitions for models 1a and b, N = 425

19

for model 1c).
Response variable [Model]

Estimate

SE

χ2

P

df

Perforating (yes/no) [Model 1a]
Full model
-1.085

0.311

a

a

a

0.243

0.337

0.443

1

0.506

Transition number e

-0.086

0.125

0.339

1

0.56

Previous action (look at active individual) b

-7.221

3.156

a

a

a

Previous action (perforate) b

0.748

0.233

a

a

a

Previous action (pound) b

1.047

0.34

a

a

a

Previous action (dig) b

-0.46

1.946

a

a

a

Age (years) c

0.867

0.254

a

a

a

0.741

0.962

Previous action (perforate) * Age (years)

-0.408

0.302

3.976

4

0.409

Previous action (pound) * Age (years)

-0.796

0.465

Previous action (dig) * Age (years)

-0.251

1.505

(Intercept)
Sex (male) d

Previous action (look at active individual)
* Age (years)

Perforating (yes/no) [Model 1a]
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Reduced model
a

a

a

(Intercept)

-1.049

0.318

Previous action (look at active individual) b

-4.549

1.286

Previous action (perforate) b

0.673

0.248

Previous action (pound) b

0.927

0.371

-0.497

1.925

Age (years) c

0.765

0.232

9.853

1

0.002

Sex (male) d

0.254

0.348

0.472

1

0.492

-0.084

0.125

0.309

1

0.578

(Intercept)

-0.462

0.228

a

a

a

Previous action (look at active individual) b

-0.958

0.285

a

a

a

0.029

0.233

a

a

a

Previous action (pound) b

-0.283

0.308

a

a

a

Previous action (dig) b

-0.391

0.880

a

a

a

Age (years) c

-0.106

0.152

a

a

a

Sex (male) d

0.180

0.250

0.530

1

0.467

Transition number e

0.121

0.111

0.785

1

0.376

* Age (years)

-0.585

0.208
10.888

4

0.028

Previous action (perforate) * Age (years)

-0.208

0.282

0.051

0.364

27.606
Previous action (dig) b

Transition number e

4 <0.001

Exploring (yes/no) [Model 1b]
Full model

Previous action (perforate) b

Previous action (look at active individual)

Previous action (pound) * Age (years)
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Previous action (dig) * Age (years)

1.431

1.115

-2.264

0.425

a

a

a

2.889

0.357

a

a

a

Age (years) f

-1.287

0.265

Sex (male) d

-0.292

0.388

0.472

1

0.492

Transition number g

-0.674

0.283

5.068

1

0.024

1.817

0.312

20.882

Looking at another active individual
(yes/no) [Model 1c]
Full model
(Intercept)
Previous action (look at active individual) b

Previous action (look at active individual)
* Age (years)

1 <0.001

a

Not shown as having a very limited interpretation.

b

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (explore).
c

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one; mean and SD of the

untransformed variable were 7.6 and 2.5 years, respectively.
d

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (female).
e

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one; mean and SD of the

untransformed variable were 41.73 and 52.31, respectively.
f

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one; mean and SD of the

untransformed variable were 7.0 and 2.8 years, respectively.
g

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one; mean and SD of the
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untransformed variable were 33.91 and 48.54, respectively.
20
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21

Table S2. Results of the model testing the effect of the interaction between mother’s grip

22

preference, immature’s age and sex on the frequency of usage of each grip type used for

23

perforating by immature chimpanzees in Loango NP (model 2, GLMM; N = 264; each data point

24

corresponds to one perforation). Note that the model suffers from complete separation, because

25

of which absolute estimates and standard errors are unrealistically large; nevertheless, the signs

26

of the estimates are still interpretable.
Estimate

SE

χ2

df

P

Full model
a

a

a

4871648

<0.001

1

1

47.966

9327652

a

a

a

76.393

15494017

a

a

a

-38.289

13300615

a

a

a

-114.426

11714979

0

1

1

38.179

8330708

a

a

a

262.191

4379823

212.563

1

<0.001

12.481

4316180

0

1

1

161.705

10310805

3.494

1

0.062

(Intercept)

40.835

9549202

185.823

14548468

Age (years)c

-1.393

11584328

Sex (male) d

155.417

11158938

8.241

Mother's preference * Age (years) *
Mother's preference * Sex (male)

Mother's preference b

Soil hardness e

Age (years) * Sex (male)
Mother's preference * Age (years) * Sex
(male)
Reduced model
(Intercept)
Mother's preference b
Age at the time of visit c
Sex (male) d
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Soil hardness e

4.749

4661899

0

1

a

Not shown as having a very limited interpretation.

b

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one; mean and SD of the

untransformed variable were 0.518 and 0.130, respectively.
c

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one; mean and SD of the

untransformed variable were 8.02 and 1.93 years, respectively.
d

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (female).
e

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one; mean and SD of the

untransformed variable were 16.6 and 0.2 (cm), respectively.
27
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Table S3. Correlations between transition matrices of action sequences as performed by mothers

29

and immatures (exact Mantel test); each row shows the coefficient for the comparison between

30

one immature subject and her/his mother and for the comparison between her/him and other

31

mothers (mean).
Immature Mother
ID
JOJ

ID
IDA

N transitions

N transitions

Correlation coefficient

(subject)

(mother)

(Spearman's rho)

30

171

Others
KOU

IKO

0.449
167

333

Others
PAN

PEM

SUZ

237

98

VER

0.413
0.550

150

68

Others
VE1

0.590
0.606

Others
THE

0.686

0.569
0.421

24

46

Others

0.588
0.434

32
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33

Table S4. Results of the model testing how offspring attributes (that is, their sex and age) and

34

their behaviour (that is, the proportion of time that they spent interacting with the bee nest, per

35

visit) affected the proportion of time mothers spent being inactive when they visited underground

36

bee nests (model 3, GLMM; N = 67; each data point corresponds to one visit).
Estimate

SE

χ2

P

df

0.508

0.042

a

a

a

(proportion of time) b

-0.006

0.035

15.523

1

0.883

Age of the immature 2

0.109

0.03

a

a

a

Age of the immature c

-0.215

0.057

a

a

a

Sex of the immature (male) d

0.119

0.056

a

a

a

Number of social partners e

0.043

0.035

16.384

1

0.347

-0.159

0.044

22.500

1

0.008

a

a

a

(Intercept)
Interaction with the nest by immature

Sex of the immature (male) * Age of the
immature 2
Sex of the immature (male) * Age of the
immature

0.361

0.065

a

Not shown as having a very limited interpretation.

b

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one; mean and SD of the

untransformed variable were 0.12 and 0.21, respectively.
c

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one; mean and SD of the

untransformed variable were 3.4 and 2.7 years, respectively.
d

Estimate and SE refer to the difference in the response between the reported level of the

predictor and the reference category (female).
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e

z-transformed to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one; mean and SD of the

untransformed variable were 1.42 and 2.15, respectively.
37
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